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PLANS FOR MEMORIAL SERVICES "TOPS"
New England Members Gathered for Impressive Memorial Services
Members of the New England Chapter quite frequently pause for meditation and prayer beside the
beautiful Memorial Shrine, dedicated in memory of deceased Ninth Division men on the Immaculate Con-
ception Church grounds, in Worcester, Mass. Pictured above, left to right: Richard Martin, Dr. Anthony
Polito, Henry Shimkoski, Francis K. Maher, Thomas Boyle, Connie Matulis, George Bund~a, John Quinn
and William Cardo~a. (Editor's Note: The above photo was processed from a beautiful color film. It is
a bit difficult to get good results from colored films or photos when being processed into newspaper cuts.)
WACHUSETT COUNTRY CLUB PICKED AS THE
FACILITY WHERE DINNER WILL BE HELD
AFTER SERVICES
When the information was passed out during the Philadel-
phia Reunion that the Bancroft Hotel in Worcester, Mass., was
set up now for family apartments only and not equipped for a
fjI
largely attended banquet, such as the one arranged by Father •
Connors and his assistants each year after Memorial Services- .,.
the "worry warts" and crepe hangers began to voice fears that
this might hurt attendance at the November 8, 1964 Memorial
Services to be conducted at Immaculate Conception Church, by
Father Connors. These fears were voiced without taking Father
Ed in his true light. He thrives on adversities. The more difficult
a problem seems to overcome the more determined the fellow
gets. Now he and his assistants have come up wtih plans and
accommodations for former Ninth men and their families before
and after the Memorial Services which will make such former
accommodations fade far into the background as "small time"
operations.
Franny Maher, a former National WACHUSETT MOTOR LODGE
President of the Association, and 175 West Boylston Street .
now President of the New England West Boylston, Mass.
Chapter, has prepared for The Octo- Phone: 835-4416
foil complete information as to lodg- Single-$8; Double $12
ing accommodations and other data Three persons -------------- $14
former Ninth men making the No- There are 30 units here and
vember 8 "trek" to Worcester, Mass., they will set aside 15 for the
need to know, in order that the visit Ninth Division Association.
maybe. .pleasant and c.oJve~ent. . HOWAl\D IOH,1'lSON'S MO.. TOR i1I1•
D'urmg past years F,riinny Maher LODG~'13~West-Boy.Jsto"'l.~.~._
has always. :been of ..indispensable ".est Boylston, Mass~ .
assistance to The Octofoil in prepar- I A nevi"48-unit H0l"'ard Johnson's'
ing and passing on to the members Motor Lodge will open October 28th
full information pertaining to the sa- at 173 West Boylston St., West Boyls-
cred Memorial Services and the side ton, Mass. The rates, as far as I can
events attached thereto. And it is a ascertain, will be:
pretty good bet to assume that Fa- Single ----------- $10.50
ther Connors himself at that end of Double $14.00 and $16.00
the line would be handicapped in There is also a motel directly across
making many of the arrangements the street from the ramp as you come
necessary to assure success of the off the Massachusetts Turnpike in
Services if he didn't also have the Auburn, Mass.
unselfish and devoted assistance of YANKEE DRUMMER INN
Franny Maher. It's a bit unfair to Auburn, Mass.
pick Franny out in particular as one Phone 832-3221
who contributes to the great success Single ------------ $ 9.00-$10.00-$12.00
of these yearly Memorial Services - Double ---------- $14.00-$16.00-$18.00
when one observes the faithfulness Extra Cots-$3.00.
and devotion of the many Immacu- The three motels in West Boylston,
late Conception parishioners-espe- Mass. are just over the Worcester city
cially the ladies who work so dili- line, about four or five miles from the
gently to make the Connors' Coffee church, but on a direct line. The street
Shop such a hospitable place-heap- going by the church going north
ed with goodies that defy descrip- brings you right to the motels. Please
tion. But Franny is the one who is in reserve rooms early and mention the
most direct contact with The Octo- Ninth Division.
foil. His story, that is self-explana- DINNER AT COUNTRY CLUB
tory and needs no "embellishing," as The dinner this year is being held
Professor John Clouser would say, at the Wachusett Country Club. It is
reads as follows: one of the best known places in this
By FRANCIS MAHER area for a wonderful meal. And I am
President, New England Chapter sure that when you leave you will
Ninth Infantry Division Association agree with me. I have eaten at the
14 Davenport Street Country Club on many occasions. (I
h could say it is the best place to eat,Worcester, Massac usetts but my wife, Olive, reads The Octo- .
This year.we have some changes to foil and I'm afraid if I write that, she
make and know it will not be difficult will cut my rations.)
for anyone to become adjusted to. We The Country Club is located on
had to alter our plans when the Sher- Prospect St. in West Boylston, Mass.,
aton Hotel was changed over to fam- just off Malden St. and is well known
ily units. We had high hopes the new enough to ask anyone where it is. For
Holiday Inn would be completed be- those who come by plane or have no
for November 8, but indications are car, arrangements are being made for
now the opening date will not be un- transportation to and from the dinner
til December 1st. or whatever transportation you want,
EARLY RESERVATIONS please do not hesitate to ask.
We have ample rooms but early For those who will be using their
reservations are a must and a deposit cars from the church to the Wachu-
for one day must accompany each sett Country Club, we will have cars
reservation and a confirmation will be placed at different intervals with a
mailed to you. If you call or write Ninth Division sign directing you
please mention that you are from the right to the Country Club; no chance
Ninth Division. If you want to con- of getting lost.
tact the writer, he will be glad to One more reminder-Father Con-
make arrangements for your rooms. nors wishes that all those arriving
Listed below will be noted some of Saturday night will save their appe-
the excellent, easily accessible motels: tites until they arrive at the Connors
ESQUIRE MOTEL Coffee Shop. The parishioners go all
130 West Boylston Street out for the Ninth Division with plen-
West Boylston, Mass. ty of chow and they don't want to see
Phone 835-4641 any of it left. So bring your best appe-
30 Units-Single $8; double $10 tite to Connors Coffee Shop on Sat-
Three persons $14 urday night, November 7th.
Family Units $14, $16, $18 For all fonner Ninth Division Men
Pent House Rooms- and their families-ALL roads on No-
Single-$7; Double .. $9 vember 7, 1964, lead to Worcester,
Massachusetts.
A letter to Dick Pestel, 1422 Dyer
Rd., Grove City, Ohio, from Carl
Ward, Box 113, Rt. 1, Reidsville, N.C.,
written shortly after the Philadel-
phia Reunion, reads in part as fol-
lows:
"Hello Dick: We arrived home at
7 o'clock Sunday P.M. and were very
tired. We thoroughly enjoyed the
Reunion and meeting' all you nice
people. Hope we can go again an-
other year."
Carl is a former Bty. B, 24th F.A.
Bn. man. One of the pictures he sent
with his letter is being used in this
issue of The Octofoil. It shows Reid
and Jack Davis, an old buddy he had
not $een since April 15, 1945, on the
banks of the Elbe River.
-PAY '-9-6·5 DUES N-O-W I-
President Walter O~Keeffeadvises
The Octofoil he is in the process of
preparing and sending out a call to
the National Board of Governors to
assemble for a Board meeting on
Saturday, November 7, at Worces-
ter, Mass. The time and place were
not definitely set when this issue of
The Octofoil went to the presses. In
all probability it will be held as
her~tofore, at 5 P.M. in order to at-
tend the necessary business and al-
low Board members to participate in
the Big Jubilee at Connors' Coffee
Shop. Full information as to loca-
tion will be available upon arrival
by making inquiry to anyone of the
New England Chapter Memorial
Services Committee. These Commit-
tee members and Secretary Dan
Quinn's headquarters will be estab-
lished at the Wachusetts Motor Inn.
Address and phone number of the
Wachusetts will be found in another
page 1 story by Francis Maher-
which story gives full coverage to
the Memorial Services and activity
plans preceding and following the
Services.




Will Meet Nov. 7th
TOUCHING APPEAL IS ISSUED BY
PAST NATL. PRESIDENT MAHER





We are now nearing the time for Father Connors' annual
Memorial Mass for our deceased members. This is when we
gather together to pay tribute to our honored dead. To most
of us, some were real buddies and some whom we knew only
hy their first names, but they were all part of a great team who
pulled together to form one of the greatest divisions that took
part in the defense of our country.
When we gather for our Memorial Mass we have but one
thought in mind, paying tribute to those who made the supreme
sacrifice; and they are the real heroes, and we should never
cease in our dedication to them. Each year at this time we join
together in large numbers to honor our dead and in so doing
we are looked upon as being one of the truly dedicated divisions
that exist today, and to rrle that shows what a real close knit
association we really are, and the main reason for forming our
9th Division was to remain loyal and dedicated to all our de-
ceased members.
This year we have a very special date on' which Father
Connors will hold the Memorial Mass. November 8th should
be fanliliar to all of us, and long remembered by many ... our
first action with the enem.y. Up until this date we could have
been called one big family, because most of us were living and
training together and were in our second year of service.
From our first days in battle we still stood solid as a great
team fighting for our freedom and to regain peace for the world,
but as the smoke cleared from the battle zone many of our
comrades were missing, but as time went on they were not
missing from our daily prayers, our annual reunion, or our
Memorial Mass.
We pledged at the war's end when our association was in
the planning stage that we would always remain loyal and
dedicated to our deceased. On November 8th let us all join
together in large numbers and renew that pledge of dedication
at Father Connors' annual Memorial Mass.
Yours in Comradeship,
FRANCIS K. MAHER,





Advertising Pens - Calendars
Imprinted Gift Items
74-25 220th St., Bayside 64, N.Y.
REST ROOMS
Stopping at a wayside service sta-
tion, the lady motorist inquired tim-
orously: "Do you have a rest room?"
"Nope," replied the attendant,
"whc any of us gets tired we just
sits on one of them oil drums."
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W I-
September-October, 1964
Pictured above will be noted
none other than Jack Davis, 311
Church St., Black Mountain, N.
C., and Carl Ward, Box 113, Rt.
1, Reidsville, N. C., both former
34th F.A. men. The two men ar·
ranged for a meeting about two
weeks before the Philadelphia
Reunion. This was the first con-
tact they had with each other
sin c e separating at the Elbe
River. Ward signed his old buddy
up as a member of the Associa-






Brooklyn 15, New York
Father Ed Connors, the people of
Worcester, Massachusetts, Connors'
Coffee Shop, the Ninth Infantry Di-
vision Association, the Immaculate
Conception Church, the memorial
erected out of mosaic tile for the
deceased veterans of the fabulous
9th Infantry Division are all sym-
bolic and connected to the "4581."
To preserve and to perpetuate the
memory of the "4581" men who gave
their lives for liberty and freedom
during the struggle of World War II
while serving with the Ninth, the
Ninth Infantry Division Association
was formed in Germany at the end
of the hostilities.
A MAGIC NUMBER
This number "4581" includes such
names that I knew like Colonel
"Paddy" Flint, Lt. Col. Tinley, Ma-
jor Ratteree, Captain Bell, Captain
Flowers of the 26th Field, Sergeants
Frost, Huff, Wolfert, Lt. Stanton, Roy
Williams, Abe DeFisher, John Wild-
er, Bollenbaugh, Lopez, Oliver, Mi-
lazzo, etc., etc., etc., "4581" by just a
mathematical coincidence is truly a
magic number which really belongs
to the NINTH. The first two digits 4
and 5 equals 9; the last two digits 8
and 1 equals 9; and add all the digits
together 4581 equals 18, and 1 and 8
equals 9.




THAT WILL HELP VETS
Recently President Johnson signed
into law two bills that is of vital in-
terest to veterans-HR. 8925, the dis-
ability rating freeze bill, and HR.
8009, the VA Nursing Care Bill.
HR 8925 prohibits the VA from
lowering the disability rating of a
veteran if he has had that rating for
more than 20 years unless he ac-
quired the rating through fraud.
HR 8009 authorizes the Veterans
Administration to set up nursing
care facilities for chronically ill vet-
erans not needing intensive-care fa-
cilities, with 4,000 nursing care beds
within the VA hospital system.









Ridzi's In-Laws Held An
Anniversary Celebration
On October 15 Mr. and Mrs. Peter
J. Petersen celebrated their Fiftieth
(Golden) Wedding Anniversary. A
dinner was given for them by their
children at Prospect Hall's Oak
Room.
Mr. and Mrs. Peterson are the fa-
ther-in-law and mother-in-law of
Frank M. Ridzi, 72 Windsor Place,
Brooklyn 15, New York. Frank is a
former Bty. "B," 60th F.A. Bn. man.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
John Morris Believes
In Displaying Decals
John B. Morris, 83 Duffy Ave.,
Hicksville, L. 1., N. Y. has acquired
a new automobile but it didn't come
equipped with Ninth Division decals.
So he immediately placed an order
with Secretary Quinn for five stick-
ers for the new car.
In his letter John mentions having
seen Joe Devine at an American Le-
gion function in Hicksville recently.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
Nineteen and 64's biggest buttinski
was the window washer who tried
to talk the boss out of his secretary.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W 1-
OCTOFOILTHE
Octofoil Automobile License Disc $
LIFE MEMBERSHIP $50.00 0
.50 0
Decals 25c; (5) five for ------------------------------------$ 1.00 0
"Eight Stars to Victory" $ 2.00 0
(Pictorial History of 9th Division in action.)
Ladies' Auxiliary Member $
Combat Route Map $
60th Infantry History $
Coat Lapel Octofoil Pin $
Street Address ---------
I was a member of:
Name Serial No.------ _
City Zone State _
Board Members Get Together for Photo
f ~.
Please give credit to the following Chapter:
Philly-Delaware Valley 0 Greater New York 0
lllinois 0 Washington, D.C. 0
New England 0 Michigan 0
Ohio 0 Fayetteville-Fort Bragg, N.C. 0
Dan Quinn, Natl. Secretary, 9th Infantry Division Assn.,
412 Gregory Ave., Weehawken, N.J.
Enclosed please find 1965 dues for:
Battery ; Company ; Regiment 9th Div.
NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASS'N.
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
I wish to sign up for the following:
Regular Member, per year ------------------------------$ 4.00 0
Donation Memorial Scholarship Fund ------------ 0
Three-Year Member ~--------------------$ll.OO 0
-:. -:- -:.
Dick Corbin Back in
the "Old Ball Game"
The above photo shows the newly elected Board of Governors
members, which was taken by Walter. Victor immediately after the
election held in Philadelphia. Left to right: William Hennemuth, Illi-
nois Chapter; Ronald Murphy, New England Chapter; Walter
O'KeeJJe, National President, member New York Chapter; Arthur
MacDougall, Philadelphia-Delaware Valley Chapter; Emil Langer,
Greater New York Chapter.
-Photo by Walter Vidor, 340 Lynhurst Dr., S.W., Atlanta 11, Georgia.
"Dick" Corbin, a former President
of the Ohio Chapter, who suffered a
pretty severe heart attack while on
an assignment in his capacity as an
ace detective with the Columbus Po-
lice Department. has returned to
work with the Department, but for
a few days is doing light clerical
work at headquarters.
Dick and his family have recently
moved out in what is real suburbia-
5100 Lindora Dr., Columbus, Ohio,
43227. This is a beautifully developed
area located near some mighty good
fishing and hunting areas.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W I-
DIPLOMACY
Little Col1~n's diplomacy was
proved one day when she found that
she and her three playmates all be-
longed to different faiths. One was
Lutheran, one a Presbyterian, one a
Methodist, and she was a Catholic.
Before her mother could offer
words of wisdom, Colleen settled it.
"It really doesn't matter if we all
go to different churches, just as long
as we are all Democrats!"








THANKS • •• From
Ronald Murphy
Ronald Murphy, 44 Strawberry
Lane, Sciatuate, Mass., a former 15th
Engr., was recently elected to the
National Board of Governors. His
"Thank You" card to the members
reads as follows:
"My most sincere and appreciative
thanks to those who elected me to
the "Board of Governors." I con-
sider this a great honor and privi-
lege to be allowed to serve on the
Board.
"I assure all the members of the
Association that I will always have
the best interest of the Association
in mind in whatever matters are dis-
cussed or voted on.
"Will be looking forward to the
next meeting of the Board and re-
newing acquaintances with all'-
Most Sincerely, Ronnie Murphy."
-PAY 1.9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
Dave Gelman On
the "Honor Roll"
Attention is called to the paid ad
Dave Gelman has in this issue of
The Octofoil. No. 1 man on Honor
Roll to send in a paid advertise-
ment. The Oetofoil hopes former
Ninth men in Dave's area who need
small printing jobs-will rush him to
the saturation point with orders -
and prove "It Pays to Advertise in
The Octofoil.
-PAY 1·9·6-5 DUES N-O-W I-
"Daddy," the 6-year-old boy in-
quired, "before you married mommy
who told you how to drive?"
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
A man shouldn't put off until to-








William Hennemuth, 505 North Wille,
Mt. Prospect, Ill.
Ronald Murphy, 44 Strawberry Lane,
Scituate, Mass.
Emil Langer, 30-07 89th St., Jackson
Heip;hts, N. Y.
Arthur MacDougall, 5051 Homestead
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Board Member Emeritus
Maj. Gen. Louis A. Craig (Retired)
Honorary Chaplain Emeritus
Father Ed Connors, Worcester, Mass.
* *The official publication of the Ninth Infantry Divisi?n ~ssociation-o~ces lo-
cated at 286 Zhnpfer St., Columbus, Ohio. Single copy price 18 35 cents per Iss~e or
by mail 84.00 per year, payablc in advance. This $4 subscription price ~utomatIcally
entitles any former Ninth Division man, who qualifies i~ accordance wl~h the Asso-
eiation By-Laws, to one year's dues as a member of the Ninth Infantry Division Asso-
ciation. Members should notify the National Secretary, Daniel Quinn, 412 Gregory
Ave., Weehawken, N.J., of any change in address.
PubUshed six times yearly, July-August, September-October, November-Decem-
ber, January-Febryary, March-April, May-June, by and ~or the members of the Ninth
Infantry Division'l\ssociation. News items, feature stories, photographs and art ma-
terial from members will be appreciated. Every effort will be made to return photo-
graphs and art· work in good condition. Please address all communications to Paul S.
Plunkett, Editor, The Octofoil, 286 Zimpfer St., Columbus, Ohio. . •
An extract from the certificate of incorporation of the Ninth Infantry Dlvi?lon
Association reads: "This Association is formed by the officers and men of the Ninth
Infantry Division in order to perpetuate the memory of our fallen comrades, to pre-
serve the esprit de corps of the division, to assist in promoting an everlasting world
peace exclusively of means of educational activities and to serve as an information
bureau to former members of the Ninth Infantry Division."
Copy must be received on or before the 10th of each month to guarantee publ~ca­
tion on the 20th. Photographs must be received on or before the 5th day of pubhca-
tion ::t~~d as second class matter at the Columbus, Ohio, Post Office. Authorized
as of October 29, 1958.
1965-
Frank Ozart, Chicago, Ill.
Richard Pestel, Grove City, Ohio
Walter O'Keeffe, Ridgewood, Queens,
New York
Herbert Clegg, Fayetteville, N. C.
Leonard DeBell, Warren, Michigan
1966-
Harry Orenstein, Bronx, New York
John Bonkowski, Detroit, Michigan
Victor Butswinkus, Philadelphia, Pa.
Frank S. Wade, Port Tobacco, Md.





IN GREEN BAY., WIS.
Alphonse Coppens is a former Co.
B, 47th man. He is now located on
Rt. 2, Green Bay, Wis. In a recent
letter to Secretary Quinn he makes
inquiry about the now non-existent
47th Regt. History. Secy. Quinn an-
swered Al's letter and gave him the
information he desired relative to
other matters. He is a life member
of the Disabled American Veterans.
-PAY 1-9-6·5 DUES N-O-W I-
ALL RICH
Young thing returning from Eu-
rope: "They're rich over there. AI-




Edward Rhoads, 825 Madison St.,
Coatesville, Pa., writes "A few lines
to say what wonderful time I had
at the Reunion in Philadelphia. It
was nice talking to Wilson, Mazzle,
Kopach and Quinn. Sorry I could
stay only one day. Mazzle, Wilson
and I were discussing means of
getting more Co. B, 47th men to at-
tend the New York Reunion in 1965.
We decided to write to as many as
we could and try to talk things up
for the 20th anniversary.
Rhoads would like to get card
or letter from all former Co. B, 47th
men who read this notice. and get
that campaign for a big 1965 Re-
union crowd started.
He also asks The Octofoil to ex-
tend thanks for him to the Phila-
delphia-Delaware Valley Chapter for
the magnificent job they did enter-
taining the 1964 Reunion.
-PAY 1.9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!...:...
Statement of Ownership, Management and Circulation
(Act of October 23, 1962; Section 4369, Title 39, United States Code)
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7. Owner (if owned by a corporation, it's name and address must be. stated and
also immediately thereunder the names and addresses of stockholders ownmg C?r hold-
ing 1 percent or more of to~al .al?ount of stock. If not ?wned by a corporatIOn, the
names and addresses of the mdividual owners must be gIven. If owned by a par~eI."­
ship or other unincorporated firm, its name and address, as well as that of each mdI-
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Dr. Hyman Seslowe, 439 Brooklyn
Ave., Brooklyn 25, N. Y., took time
out to send The Octofoil a clipping
from the Sept. 9 issue of Army
Times. The clipping showed a 2-
column picture of the new General
Eddy Bridge that was recently dedi-
cated at Fort Benning. The General
Eddy bridge crosses Chattahoochee
River. The picture showed Mrs. Eddy
and Maj. Gen. John A. Heintgas tak-
ing part in the dedication.
It was impossible to get a cut made
from the newsprint image of the
Gen. Eddy Bridge. The Octofoil will
send a letter to Gen. Heintgas be-
fore the next issue to learn whether
he can furnish the paper with a
glossy print of the bridge.
Dr. Seslowe asks The Octofoil to
extend his best wishes to his former
Ninth Division friends in all parts
of the country and especially the
close buddies he had in the Ninth
Med. Bn.




On September 27 The Octofoil ed-
itor was in Fremont, Ohio, attend-
ing a statewide veterans' meeting.
Don Crosskill, a former 47th man,
and a Sandusky County deputy
sheriff, was at the Veterans of For-
eign Wars Home upon our arrival
there early in the A.M. of Sept. 27.
Although the Post was providing a
noontime meal for all the visitors,
Don insisted that during the noon
recess we should drive out to 1120
Franklin Ave., and have Sunday
dinner with the Crosskill family-
Diann and Nancy. Diann will be re-
membered as one of the applicants for
a scholarship award, whose high
school scholastic record was out-
standing. The family lost a devoted
wife and mother when Esther Cross-
kill passed away several months ago.
Arriving at the neat and tidy
Crosskill residence about an hour
late, we were treated as though the
inexcusable error had not occurred.
Diann is thrilled with her school
work and still chalking up those en-
viable percentage records. The two
vivacious tenn agers donned their
aprons and QFgaIJ. setting the table.
Then we all sit down to_parla1c£: ..oL,..
a meal that defies description. Tur-
key and all the trinunings cooked by
some secret process that no one else
seems to know. I tried to tell the
teen age girls it was quite a revela-
tion any more to find tenn age culi-
nary artists-but they insisted a dear
friend of the family, the very gra-
cious Mary Gephart should be giv-
en credit for the culinary perfection.
They claimed they had only been
understudies. The visit lengthened
into hours-and every minute was a
delightful moment spent with a fine
family-the kind of people who have
and are making America great-the
kind of families worth right shoul-
dering arms in order to preserve-
and the kind guidance given the
motherless teen agers by an under-
standing Mary Gephart was an in-
spiration.
A visit to these homes makes any
former Ninth man proud to be able
to playa small part in awarding a
scholarship to such talented and de-
serving children. It makes one a bit
ashamed that so litHe was done-
they deserve so much more.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W I--
YOUNG STEDMAN
ENJOYED REUNION
Albert F. Stedman is the fine
young man who was awarded the
first Ninth Division Scholarship. He
writes from 90 Ovington Ave., Edi-
son, N. J., as follows:
Dear Mr. Quinn: I would like to
take this opportunity to thank you
and everyone of the Ninth for the
hospitality extended to me when I
visited you at the convention.
It certainly was one of the most
enjoyable times I have had. I wel-
comed the opportunity to thank all
of my dad's and my friends for the
scholarship they bestowed upon me
sometime ago.
I hope that the 9th will see many
more years of prosperity and suc-
cessful conventions in the future.-
Sincerely Yours, Albert F. Stedman.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
Cabbie Relaxing In
Canadian Country
The New York cabbie who sends
"releases" to The Octofoil regularly
but refuses to furnish an address, is
sending his releases of recent date,
from the Canadian side of Niagara
Falls.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W I--
The woman who constantly inter-
rupts a man's conversation is either
already married or never will be.
MRS. "TIPPIE" PLUNKETI
286 Zimpfer St., Columbus, Ohio




"Angie" Mysyk (Mrs. Mike), 12604
Darlington Ave., Garfield Heights,
0., is a regular Reunion attendant,
and she has endeared herself to all
who have met her for the friendly
smile and warm personality that
generates with every smile or warm
handclasp.
The Octofoil was grieved to learn
that "Angie" has been hospitalized
almost every day since the Philadel-
phia Reunion - having undergone
two major operations since the Re-
union. A card to Angie will do a lot
of good. The Octofoil does not know
the name of the hospital she is being
treated in. But a card sent to, the
residence will be delivered to her
bedside.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
Mrs. Marian Brianyk
Paid Up for 2 Years
Mrs. Marian L. Brianyk, 98 Cot-
tage Place, Long Beach, N. J., has
sent in her Auxiliary dues for 1965-
1966. Marian apologizes for putting
off joining so long. But she is look-
ing forward to meeting all the other
members at the New York Reunion
in 1965.
The head of the Brianyk Clan is
a former 2nd Bn. 47th man, and for
over two years was a P.O.\V.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
Frank Torino Writes
From " Nutmeg" State
Frank Torino writes from 295 Co-
lumbus Ave., New Haven. Conn.,
and asks any of the old K Co., 39th
gang who see this little notice to
drop him a card. Frank has a paid-
up card in the Association that is
good until 1966.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
Boosts "Artillery" Organization
While attached to the Ninth Infantry Division my .
(state relations'lip, whether the Ninth Division man was a hus-
band, father, brother, son, etc.)
Name
By order of the President:








NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
Mrs. Tippie Plunkett, Secretary-Treasurer
Ninth Infantry Division Association Ladies' Auxiliary
286 Zimpfer Street, Columbus, Ohio
I would like to become a member of the Ladies' Auxiliary to the
to the Ninth Infantry Division Association. Enclosed is check or
money order for $1.50 for 1965 dues. Please mail my member-
ship card to-
was with .
(give company, regiment, battery, attached unit, etc.)
Make checks or money orders payable to Ninth Infantry
Division Association. Mail to Secretary-Treasurer Tippie
Plunkett, 286 Zimpfer St., Columbus, Ohio. A 1965 counter-
signed membership card will be sent as soon as possible.
MRS. BETTY MacDOUGALL,
5051 .Homestead St., Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
Elected President of Auxiliary
are getting as much education as
they can absorb. This is up to each
child to take the responsibility for
his or her own work. Personally I
a'11 very happy with the results.
HAPPY WITH WORK
Linda is in Medical Technology,
she switched from Animal Husban-
dry in her second term. She is happy
with her chosen course and is most
anxious to continue. We know loans
are available and have applied for AUXILIARY PREXY
one. But a scholarship would be so
very much better in all ways. SIGNING 'EM UP
TOM IN HIGH SCHOOL
Tom-legally Harry Thomas, Jr., The Philadelphia-Delaware Chap-
is 16 and a junior in High School. ter held its annual picnic during the
It won't be long before we must plan past summer shortly after the Re-
for his future too. At the moment he union. The newly elected president
is very undecided about what he of the newly formed Ladies Auxil-
wants to do and I understand this is iary, Mrs. Betty MacDougall, went
very normal with boys his age. And into action and signed up 13 mem-
he is oh, so normal! bers for the Ladies' organization.
So, you see, Mr. Quinn, when in The Secretary-Treasurer, Tippie
your letter you said, "Perhaps when Plunkett has signed up two since the
your children are of age we can help last Ohio Chapter meeting.
in some way by scholarship grants," The "girls" ask for suggestions
all I could thing was "my children from anyone that will be helpful to
are there now!" the Conunittee that will discuss a
My reason for not writing sooner set of by-laws when some of the
was because I knew you must be officers get together after the Me-
planning to attend the reunion in morial Services in Worcester. The by
Philadelphia. I sincerely hope this laws worked up between now and
year's meeting proved to be the best the New York Reunion will be sub-
of all. Although I couldn't bring my- mitted at that time for discussion,
self to attend, my thoughts were cer- amendments and adoption.
tainly with you all. Watch The Octofoil for Auxiliary
announcements - especially the is-
THANKS DANNY sues printed just before the 1965 Re-
I have much to thank you for, Mr. union in New York City.
Quinn. Your letter arrived here on -PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
one of my very low days and my M THANKS
spirits were lifted immensely. Your ore · · ·
prayers for Harry are a token of the From Sal Trapani
man you must be and both the chil-
dren and I send our thanks to you Salvatore P. Trapani, Jr., 4733 Wy-
for thinking of us and taking the aconda Road, Rockville, Maryland,
time in your busy schedule to write writes:
to us. I wish my appreciation could It was certainly an honor to be
be actively shown by helping you elected an officer of the Ninth Infan-
and your family with the Association try Division Association and' I want
"part time" work. We know how all you to know if there is any way I
enveloping such work can be. can be of help to you or the Division
I hope you will be able to find please do not hesitate to call on me.
time in the near future to tell us My very best regards to all mem-
about the scholarship fund, but will bers of the Ninth Infantry Division
d t d 'f Th nk Association.un ers an 1 you cannot. a you -PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W 1_
again for anything that may be done
for us.-Sincerely, Sarah M. Briggs. An ev~ning of TV ~onvinces one
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!- that whIle the RUSSIans may be
Without their own consent, it is ahead on missiles and rockets, we've
impossible for anyone to be a failure. got 'em licked on deodorants.
-Photo by Walter Victor, 340 Lynhurst Dr., S.W., Atlanta 11, Georgia.
Mrs. Hprry Briggs Writes "The Letfers
From Secretary Quinn Were a Great
Boost to Our Morale" When Needed
Picture Number 71
Father Ed Connors arrived a bit late during the Reunion activi-
ties because of a death in the family, tried to make up for loss time
by doing several chores simultaneously. Pictured above the good man
is carrying on a telephone conversation and trying to greet and con-
verse with scores of well-wishers at the same time-as they pass his
way.
On Page 3 of the May-June issue
of The Octofoil a most heart-throb-
bing letter was printed that had been
received from the bereaved widow
of Lt. Harry T. Briggs, Bty. C, 26th
F .A. Mrs. Briggs put into writing
her innermost hearthrobbing emo-
tions on the loss of a devoted hus;'
band and father.
Since the death of Lt. Briggs Mrs.
Sarah Briggs, the bereaved wife, and
Secretary Dan Quinn have exchang-
ed conununications from tiIne to
time. A letter to Secretary Quinn,
dated_ Aug. 19, 1964 from Mrs.
Briggs makes inquiry as to more de-
tailed information relative to the
Association's Scholarship Program.
John Clouser, 200 N. Elm St., Mount
Prospect, TIl., Chairman of the As-
sociation's Scholarship Committee,
has forwarded to Mrs. Briggs the
scholarship information needed. Be-
ing in position to help in just a small
way such deserving youngsters as
were left to mourn Lt. Briggs' pass-
ing-should make every member of
the Association have a sense of hav-
ing contributed to something worth-
while. Mrs. Briggs and the children's
address is Mrs. Harry T. Briggs, 523
F'irethorne Dr., Monroeville, Pa. Her
letter to Secy. Quinn read in part:
ENJOYS OCTOFOn.
Dear Mr. Quinn: Thank you for
your kind response to my letter
about my husband's death. Let me
also express my appreciation for
your offer to continue The Octofoil.
i will most certainly look forward
to receiving this wonderful commu-
nicative publication.
My other reason for writing is to
ask you for more information about
college scholarships. I was surprised
and pleased to hear of these and am
very hopeful we can comply with
your requirements.
Linda, age 20, is about to enter
her third year at Penn State Univer-
sity. Until this past semester, her
average was 3.4 but this dropped to
3.15 or 3.0 this time. I firmly believe
this was due to her father's death
and am hopeful she will come back
up. Even with 3.0 she is on the honor
list, but not on the Dean's list. We
never did expect or ask honor mark
grades. We only asked our children
to do their best, which means they
September-October, 1964
"Hold That Line, Bub, "11 Be Back In a Minute"
September-October, 1964
ing; Al Lechmanik, who attended the
picnic and Philly Reunion. He do-
nated a Smith-Corona tyoewriter to
the Chapter. Al Munatore, F Co.,
47th, attended his first meeting.
D'Addona brought his son to the
meeting. Young D'Addona has been
awarded a Ninth Division Scholar-
ship.
The writer gave a report of the
Memorial Services former B Co. 15th
Engrs., held at the graveside of Lt.
Ware, the first Engineer officer to be
killed in action. (Full details of the
Services were printed on page 6 of
the last Octofoil.)
CONTACTS KENDALL CLARK
Emil Langer won the $5 dark
horse prize. He told of having vis-
ited Kendall Clark backstage at the
Mineola Playhouse. Clark has the
leading role in "Who's Afraid of Vir-
ginia Wolfe?" He was with A Co.,
47th.
Dave Gelman busied himself try-
ing to locate where the chow was
"stashed."
SCULLY HEARS FROM PILBEAN
Jack Scully showed a letter he
had received from Bill Pilbean of
39 Jenner May Manor Estates, Al-
ton Hauts, England, dated 8-21-64.
Pilbean had read of Scully's illness
in the Octofoil and sent best wishes
for a speedy recovery. Pilbean re-
ported that Alton Hauts shops have
been rebuilt. The pubs have been
torn down for a car park. "What a
pity." The Pilbeans' pub was sold
to an estate agent. There are three
additional banks. They have stalls in
the market square and a swimming
pool next to Alton football field-at
the bottom of Ansley Lane, five min-
u~es from where they live. Pilbean
stIll has the Picture Palace. He re-
m~mbers the old times on "Oak" de-
spIte the war, and sent his regards
to Frank Fazio.
(Ed's Note: Whether "General"
Ruhl and "Baron" Arthur Schmidt
plan on staying in a cabin they were
to occupy shortly after mailing the
a?ov~ report, for an indefinite pe-
rIod IS not known. They're in a lake
fro~t cottage on Lake Catawba near
Elkm, N. C., cooking their steaks on
an outdoor open fireplace-and the
lu~gage brought along included a
wmter overcoat.)
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W I-
NAMES, ADDRESSES
OF NEW OFFICERS
Presi?ent: Walter o 'Keeffe, 1859
: o~~bme St., Ridgewood, Queens,
First Vice - President: Vincent
Guglielmino, 114 Charles Street, Flo-
ral Park, L. I., N. Y.
Second Vice-President: Herbert
Olsen, 389 Highland Ave., Randolph,
Mass.
Third Vice-President: Salvatore P.
Trapani, 4733 Wyocanda Rd Rock-
ville, Md. .,
Secretary: Daniel Quinn, 412 Greg-
ory Ave., Weehawken, N. J.
Treasurer: Thomas Boyle 39 Hall
Ave., Somerville, Mass. '
Judge Advocate: Harrison Daysh





Walter O'Keeffe, 1859 Woodbine
St., Ridgewood, Queens, N. Y.
Richard Pestel, 1422 Dyer Road.
Grove City, Ohio.
Herbert Clegg, 202 Hinsdale Ave..
Fayetteville, N. C. '
Leonard DeBell, 24248 Curie, War-
ren, Mich.
Frank Ozart, 2241 So. Marshall
Blvd., Chicago, TIL
1966-
Harry Orenstein, 640 E. 139th St.,
Bronx, N. Y.
John Bonkowski, 19941 Hickory,
Detroit, Mich.
Victor Butswinkus, 6265 Ditman
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Frank Wade, Port Tobacco, Md.
Henry Shimkoski, 42 Plantation
St., Worcester, Mass.
1967-
William Hennemuth, 505 N. Wille,
Mt. Prospect, TIL
Ronald Murphy, 44 Strawberry
Lane, Scituate, Mass.
Emil Langer, 30-07 89th St., Jack-
son Heights, L. 1., N. Y.
Arthur MacDougall, 5051 Home-
stead St., Philadelphia, Pa.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W s...-
COLORED PICTURES MADE AT
INDEPENEDNCE HALL SERVICES
ARE AVAILABLE AT STUDIO
Walter Victor advises The Octo-
foil he has a number of most beauti-
ful colored photos that were made at
the Philadelphia Reunion. Any of
the members desiring one of these
beautiful color shots can get one by
writing Walter Victor, 340 Lyndhurst
Dr., S.W., Atlanta 11, Ga.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W I--
The Octofoil's "demon reporter,"
who covers Greater New York Chap-
ter news as thorough as the fog cov-
ers Jersey, is on a protracted va-
cation with his Uncle, "General"
Henry Ruhl, a Brooklyn attorney.
A news letter Art Schmidt, the New
York reporter, last mailed in was
written out in long hand with only
a half moon's rays to light his way.
This was written atop of one of the
many high atolls in the neighborhood
of the Skyline Drive around Sperry-
ville, Virginia.
The mountain water Art was
forced to drink before preparing his
"bulletin" had evidently been di-
luted with cane skimming, corn
huskings and apole jack-very po-
tent aqua to say the least. The letter
alleges that National President Wal-
ter O'Keeffe and Chapter Secretary
Dom Miele will take care of his rep-
ertorial duties while he and Unc are
exploring the dense Blue Ridge
Mountain forests. However, on Oct.
11, one day past the Octofoil dead-
line no other bulletins had been re-
ceived from New York, other than
Schmidt's, so immediate plans were
made to decipher the message sent
from that "other world" by the reg-
ular reporter. Excerpts taken at ran-
dom are printed below. Much space
was devoted giving details about the
tremendous job Frank Fazio and his
committee had done to assure suc-
cess of the Annual Dance and Buf-
fet, which will be held on Oct. 24-
but probably will be history when
this issue of The Octofoil reaches
its readers. The affair was slated to
be held at the Union City Elks Club.
The Octofoil looks forward to get-
ting a report on the affair for the
next issue and if anything like pre-
vious parties of this kind Fazio and
his committee has arranged for, it is
a safe bet-that it was a big success.
HONOR ORENSTEIN
The October 24 Dance was dedi-
cated to Harry Orenstein, a hard-
working member of the Chapter. It
was Harry Orenstein Day for former
Ninth men and their guests at the
Union City Elks Club on Oct. 24.
By ARmUR RICHARD SCHMIDT,
69-20 69th Street,
Brooklyn 27, N. Y.
PResident 4-7100, Ext. 13
I¥ZZO ON mE BEAM
President John Rizzo announced
at the September meeting that he
was selecting at this time men to
work on the various committees to
assure success of the 1965 National
Reunion to be held in New York.
(Ed's Note: Schmidt missed the Oc-
tober meeting; maybe a report on
that meeting will be forthcoming for
the next issue.)
President John Rizzo announced
that Frank Fazio and Emil Langer
had been designated chairman and
co-chairman for the 1965 Reunion.
President Rizzo's report was enthus-
iastically received when he reported
on the "Ed Egan" amendment having
been adopted by the National Con-
vention, which permits use of capi-
tal funds for scholarships. The news
that Walter O'Keeffe had been elect-
ed president and Emil Langer on
the National Board, along with the
election of Vincent Guglielmino as
First Vice President, was received
amid much applause. The members
were in accord with Egan's other
proposal which put certain restric-
tions on membership eligibility.
The writer has suggested to Presi-
dent Rizzo the establishing of a Gold
Star Parents Committee, similar to
the committee that functioned so
well at the Philadelphia Reunion,
creating interest among many Gold
Star Parents and arranging for their
participation in the Philadelphia Re-
union. The writer will be happy to
help in any way possible to assure
success of such committee.
Langer has already worked out a
few tentative arrangements with the
Statler Hotel for visitors convenience
during the 1965 Reunion.
JULY 29-JULY 31, 1965
July 29-July 31, 1965 has been se-
lected as tentative dates for the 1965
Reunion.
WANTS LETTERS
Tony Varone of C Co., 39th and
Anti-Tank Co., 39th, would like to
hear from any of the former 39th
men.
GOOD SHAPE FINANCIALLY
Treasurer Irving Feinberg report-
ed the Chapter's finances were on
solid ground. Fazio continues to re-
fer to the esteemed treasurer as
"Hong Kong" Charlie because of the
many items he now has for sale.
NEW FACES
Some of the newer faces at the
September meeting were Joe Kearns,
M Co. 47th, 902 N. 7th St., New Hyde
Park, N.Y. This is Joe's second meet-
ing. He also made the picnic. John
Schouffein, F Co., 60th, second meet-
THE OCTOFOIL
-Photo by Walter Vidor, 340 Lynhurst Dr., S.W., Atlanta lJ, Georgia.
During u cocktail party preceding the bunqr,LPt Ge1". and Mrs.
Van Bond enjoyed mixing with the crowds and making the acquaint-
ance of some members of the Association the General had never met.
Al Geist is noted in background of the above picture showing the Gen-
eral and the charming Mrs. Van Bond.
-Photo by Walter Vietor, 340 Lynhurst Dr., S.W., Atlanta 11, Georgia.
Gen. and Mrs. Van Bond Very Informal
Excerpts from Kreye's H. WERNER BUYS "8
Narrative Next Issue STARS TO VICTORY~~
Sgt. Bill Kreye, 337 20th Street, FOR 7-YR.-OLD SON
Bro.oklyn 15, N. Y., who is co~piling Harold C. Werner, 315 Ash St.,
a hIstory of m~men!ous OCCa:>lOns ~e Copperas Cove, Texas, in a letter to
r~~ember~while WIth the. Nl?'th DI- The Octofoil says it is amazing how
VISIon, wrItes The OctofOlI, ill part, absorbed his 7-year-old boy gets in
as follows: h' book F h hIn b t th I '11 d Istory s. or t at reason e
a ou a mon .WI sen you ordered a copy of "8 Stars to Vic-
my story about the mIserable strug- t "IT feel th t t this
gle for EL GUETAR. I have in- ory. l.e sa. even a
cluded with this story a very good young a?e, the lad WIll become ab-
account of a patrol lead by CAP- sorbed I~ the contents when the
TAIN SCHE~EL, who was a lieu,- book-.:~~~e1s:9_6_5 DUES N-O-W 1_
te~ant at ~at tune. I .hope h~ doesn t Men should not display their
mmd my lI~terpretatlon of It. How- weakness to strangers. They should
ever, I belIeve that the events at take off their aprons before answer-
"EI Guetar" led to the perfection of ing the doorbell
excellent leaders in the Ninth. I -PAY 1-9-6:5 DUES N-O-W!-
also believe that other members of A man who marries a gal for her
the Ninth would like to read about looks deserves every beauty parlor
them. bill he gets.
No one has a Chinaman's chance of getting all the New York City delegation together during a Re-
union. They're holding private Reunions with old buddies in every room in the headquarters hotel. How-
ever, Photographer Walter Victor was able to get those pictured above to .stay hitched lon.g enough to snap
a picture. Pictured are, kneeling, left to right: Rav Stroll, 47th; John Rzzzo, Frank Fazzo, Max Umansky
(all 47th) and Art Miller, also 47th. Standing: Mike Lavena, 47th; Frank Russo, 39th; Julius Iaonnotti,
15th Engr;.; George Bastedo, 47th; Mr. McInerney, Gold Star Dad; Jack Scully, Ed Egan, Al Lechmanik,
in back of Egan; Emil Langer, Harry Whalen, Dom Miele, all of the 47th; Arthur Schmidt, 15th Engr.;
Adolph Wadalavage, M.P.; Vincent Guglielmino, Ralph Witzken, Walter O'Keeffe and Dan Quinn, 47th;
Joe Dallydas, 34th F.A.
Page 4
Part of New York Delegation Get Together During the Reunion JOHN RIZZO APPOINTING WORKING
COMMITTEES FOR THE 1965 REUNION
Not Enough Hours
I. Reunion Dags
Very few former Ninth men who
attend an annual Reunion are able
to leave and feel as though they have
talked to everyone at the Reunion
they wanted to chat with. And those
who were contacted the visit was in
most cases of too short a duration.
The Octofoil editor, upon return-
ing to Columbus, thumbed through
a notebook of reminders scribbled
down in a Sheraton Hotel room each
night with MUST contacts to be
made the next day. Only to get side-
u"\)kedbetore many of the contacts
were made.
Noting a few of those scribbled
notes they read:
Tomorrow MUST locate Herb
Clegg from Fayetteville for a chat.
John Korobko, formerly of Detroit,
and Marie, will be leaving for far-
away Arizona when this Reunion is
over. Find them TOMORROW SURE
and find a quiet place for a long chat.
See big Sgt. Bill Kreye early in
the A.M. and ask about the manu-
script he was busy preparing on ex-
periences of interest to all former
Ninth Division men.
Contact Frank Chatto, Cleveland,
who is back on active duty in the
Army, before he has to leave.
Arrange a session with Al Cuprys
and John Sabato - asking ques-
'trons that will save time having to
:write back and get information be-
fore publishing the next issue of The
Octofoil.
Make Dan Quinn slow down to 90
miles an hour tomorrow sometime
and get some data from him.
None of the things planned, as out-
lined above, were ever fulfilled-and
neither were about four more pages
of similar "reminders."-Just not
enough hours in a Ninth Infantry
Division Reunion Day!




Arthur Schmidt, Public Relations
Director for the New York Chapter,
was one of John Bonkowski's News-
paper Committee at the Reunion and
he come in with a number of writ-
ten recommendations. The one he
was most insistent upon adoption
was a definite deadline for copy to
be received by The Octofoil, and as
Schmidt put it, "Come hell or high
water, there'll be no deviation from
the dates decided upon." The Re-
union concurred in the recommen-
dation, making the 10th of each pub-
lication month the deadline date.
He also supported the plan to
make an effort to secure some classi-
fied want ads for The Octofoil.
Another matter given attention
was enlisting the aid of another as-
sistant to the editor so there would
be no break in the continuity of pub-
lication in the event of prolonged
illness.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
Policemen are the only people who
are paid to go around pinching peo-
ple in the wrong places.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
Page 5THE OCTO'OIL
'A Chapter From "Safi Adventure"
Gives Insight On What Is to Come
President Harold Stone called the Gen. Ed Randle sent advance When it ended Simpson brought
Ohio Chapter meeting to order at proofs to The Octofoil of Chapter the company to order. The General
the Benson W. Hough VFW Post XIV, "SAFI ADVENTURE," a book did not inspect, he returned tc his
Home, 2299 S. High St., Columbus, he has written and which he is now car. Company K formed column with
at 8 P.M., Friday, Sept. 27. in the process of setting the type and the field music in front. The Gener-
Attendance wasn't up to par. Pes- printing himself. The pages are pro- al's car brought up the rear. The
tel, Toole and Plunkett gave a com- fessionally spaced, letter perfect in escort marched around the blo~k to
prehensive report on the Philadel- other ways-beginning the chapter the hotel entrance. Again General
phia Reunion. with a four-line initial "I" in color. Martin dismounted and received the
Don Jewell was late arriving but The subheads inserted in the follow- honors. Then the Colonel stepped
business picked up after his arrival ing were arbitrarily inserted by The forward and saluted. The General
and the Clyde DeLong-Don Jewell Octofoil editor and is not good book said, "I am grateful for the honors.
"feuding" was resumed. A messen- ·~tyle and is the reason Gen. Ed had Now I would like to go to the French
gel' brought word to the meeting no such insertions. It is considered hospital to visit my wounded."
room that a lady sitting in the cock- good newspaper style where type "I'll go with you."
tail lounge had recognized Jewell face used is much smaller with no Captain Sharp, the regimental
when he entered and wanted him to leading between lines. Chapter XIV chaplain, was behind the Colonel
excuse himself and come out to see of the book appears on pages 156-163 who in an aside told him to get two
her for a minute. Not knowing what inclusive. cartons of cigarettes 'and come along.
the pitch was Don was trying to get CHAPTER XIV MORE R-:'-IN
down the fire escape when someone The ram had started again as a
told him the lady had her husband At the grave of a hero we end. not French and an American car splash-
with her and the couple belonged to with sorrow at the inevitable loss, but ed throu~h the dismal streets. But
the same fraternal lodge he did-and with the contagion of his courage; the hospItal was not far. It was a
recognized his face but didn't know and with a kind of desperate joy we lo~g,. one - .story, concrete school
his name. Relieved Jewell come in go back to the fight. bUIldmg, pamted a depressing dark
off the fire escape and stayed around Oliver Wendell Holmes. blu~. .
for a nice social session after the SIde by sIde. the French General
business meeting. ' IT WAS TUESDAY MORNING and the American Colonel walked
Much interest was manifested in and the Colonel stood looking up th~ steps to .the hospital entrance.
the book, "Safi Adventure," that through the big window behind his ~he aides carned cartons of French
Gen. Randle has written and is now desk. He liked to look out over the clgaret.tes and bas~ets of Marrakech
in the process of setting the type and roofs at the sea, especially of morn- tangermes. Chaplam Sharp brought
printing himself. Toole discovered ings. The sun gave it a sparkle and up .the rear. The French surgeon in
the "old man" busy at his new vo- intensified its blueness. whIte met them.
cation while he and Elizabeth were But this morning there was no Some of the wounded were Euro-
touring Florida recently. Toole asked sun. The sky was a dirty grey. It peans, but mostly they were Senega-
that Secretary-Treasurer Pestel ord- was raining, a steady, gentle rain. lese or Moroccans. The General's
er a copy of the book for the Toole Just below him the neglected for- hanne.r toward all was fathedy and
library. It was decided to get a copy mal garden with its gravel paths cddrmm~ ~ose who could speak
for the Chapter, plus a private copy and boxwood hedges were dripping h resse as. "Mon General" as
that Plunkett and Pestel have' writ- and sodden. Beyond, the maze of t ourt thdebre eXIsted a close 'Per-
ten for. flat, whitewashed roofs, usually so s?na on etween them. It was ob-
Dick Corbin, a past president sent romantically oriental and charming, bIOffih~ "fas nbt visiting them 10
his regrets. He is temporarily ~ork- now seemed only crude and dismal. e. e Clen, or ecause it W3S the
ing night at police headquarters un- The narrow, crooked streets-from ~m1' to ~h' He really cared. At his
til he fully recovers from his recent where he stood it was not possible s:!emSt . ef wourt:.
d men would
severe heart attack to teU just where they were - mixed b . n' elr aces Ig t up. He spoke
The picnic next s~erwill rob- the roofs in a formless jumble of Jle y to each, and while he talked
ably be held on the Pestel Iknch wet squares and parallelograms. ~t aIdes Jliced two pa~ks of ciga-
1422 Dyer Road, Grove City. 'The sea was the same dirty grey ~ ~s bar k our tangermes on the
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W I- as the sky. At the horizon it was ~n ~ an et. .
MaJ·or Jh R T • I not possible to tell where one began GIve your CIgarettes to the Sur-on. apia S and the other left off. Not even a geo? to distribute," the Colonel
AI "8 · I " fishing boat was in sight. The de- whispered to Chaplain Sharp. He hadways umplng nto stroyers which had patrolled off an odd feeling: Two ~eeks ago these"T II h Th ld peo~le were his enemIes. They triedHAT Former 9th Man ~ef~:n. were gone. ey wou not to kIll ~im and his men, and he had
. . done hIS best· to return the favor.
MaJor John R. Tapia, a former Co. As he gazed at the cheerless scene !'low he was visiting them and feel-
A, 60th ~an, now at Fort Douglas, he wondered how long his troops I~g sympathetic~ But they were sol-
Utah, wntes.secretary Quinn, in would remain at Safi, and where d!ers. He shrugged. They had 4;a'-
part, as follows: they would go. Wl1y were they hold- r~ed out tI:eir orders as he had car-
Dear Dan: Have enjoyed reading i!1g th~ir best combat team at this ned out his. The orders were differ-
The Octofoil and seeing old famil' lIttle Iso~ated port, h~lfway across ~nt now.
names. Iar the cont~nent of Africa from the NEEDED SCREENS
I served as an elisted man in Co G~r~ans. ~ntil the rest of the 9th There were many flies. They
A, 60th. After the war and discharg~ DIVISIOn arrived from the States, he buzzed around the men's heads and
from the service I returned to the guessed., c::awled over their faces. The hos-
University of Arizona from where I .Patton s hea~quarters had sent plt~l w~ neat and clean, but none
was commissioned a 2nd lieutenant hIm several ShIPS from Casablanca of ItS wmdows screened. Once Gen-
Ca~alry, and subsequently called t~ to be unloa?ed-the harbor up there eral Martin turned a~d asked, "Do
actIve duty with the 70th Tank Bn was badl:y Jammed-but the Colonel you have any screerung you could
at Fort Knox in 1948 Wh I . had receIved no orders, or even a let us have? I have been unable to
ported to the Battall" den t re
d
- message, since the one confirming obtain any in this area"
on an en ere the end f h t'l't' 0 G I "I' .the Headquarfters Buildin I h d 0 os Illes. nce e~era m sorry. If we had any I'd be
a familiar voice reverbera1in ~ H.armon had come to award. hIm a happy to let you have it."
the corridors. On closer ex!mina- SlIver Star. He staged a reVIew for ~ French captain lay in a small
tion I discovered the voice belon ed ~,he ~eneral whose comment 'Yas, private room. He was very badly
to myoid latoon 1 d' g You re pretty lucky, comIng wounded and not expected to live
Unfortunat~y, soone~::r~~r~~' t through~, battle and having all these The General walked in. His aide~
matter of days), he was transfe~red men left. and th~ Colonel followed. An ai,je,"
and I was unable to trade war sto- TROOPS DID FINE gave him a paper and handed hin1;'
ries. Later on while I was com- It had not been too much of a bat- a sword. He f~stened t~e sward and '
manding a company in the 82nd Air- tIe, except for those fifteen over in scabbard to hIS belt. HIS maru,ter .be-·
borne Division I was informed that ~he European cemetery. But such as came . formal. He read CItatIOns
an inspecting officer had n t d It was the troops had done fine. He a~ardmg the captain both the Le-
name on the morning chart ~~d ~~ was. proud of them. gIOn of Honor and the. Military
stated "that's th gu Id' LIeut. Colonel Rumbaugh came to Medal. When he had finIshed the
e y we cou n t th . d d db' . .tat' th al .kill during World W II" Y e wm ow an stoo eSIde hIm. CI IOns e gener drew hIS sword
guessed it my Id 1 tar l' d o~ "General Martin didn't pick a very and touched the wounded officer's
was a sco~t 'n ~h Pi toon ~a er. good day for his visit." shoulder with it. Then pinning the
that he would wat~hPua ~~:l sWJar "N?,. Maybe it will let up pretty medals on. his ni.ght shirt he bent
our two-man' trench s . 1 we ug soon. over and kIssed hIm on both cheeks.
sonalities an h to SUIt ~>ur pe::- The General had sent word he It was a touching ceremony. The
ately send u d t en twIU~t w:medI- could not stay for lunch. The Colo- Colonel was not sure the captain was
ment I 'ts on 8.\::0 . e mo- nel was disappointed, but he had conscious. He hoped he was though
THE B
can reca IS name. arranged an escort of honor. He had medals would not mean much to him
IG STICK selected K Company. It had done now.
I also remember Capt. MacIndoe's well in the landing and in the fight The Colonel did 110t know what
(now. colo~el) twi.sted heavy hickory for the barracks. Yesterday he had deeds the young Frenchman had
walkmg stIck whIch connected with rehearsed K Company himself. He performed. He had not un:lerstood
a grea~ many of our rear ends while was the only officer present who had the citations. He tried not to think
executmg ~arch 5. I refer to it as ever commanded an escort of honor. that whatever they were most likely
the Gr~at LIfe Saver because it kept The rehearsal had gone oft as well some of his men were casualties be-
us movmg. as could be expected considering the cause of them. But he could not feel
I have c~rried a plan. in my mind regiment ha? no band. There· had ~y hatred. Neither he nor any of
for some tIme to orgamze a society been no mUSIC for General Harmon's hIS men hated the French soldiers.
or fraternity which would be called review, either, but it had gone off All these men were wounded and
"The Order of Purple Aces" or fairly well. with NCOs counting others dead, because someon~ had
something similar. Membership to cadence. made a mistake, had stupIdly order-
consist of individuals who have been A few minutes before nine the ed resistance when they should
awarded at least five Purple Hearts. Colonel left the window and walked have welcomed the Americans as
1£ anyone is interested I would ap- to the entrance. The rain had almost friends. Men in high positions some-
preciate h~aring from them.-5in- stopped. Across the vacant lot from times do terribly stupid things.
cerely, John R. Tapia, Major, Fort the French barracks he could see K The captain died that afternoon.
Douglas, Utah. Company lined up with the field From the French hospital they
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W 1_ music on its right. But the men had drove to the European Cemetery.
DAVE BORING CONTACTS AN to wear raincoats. They had worked The rain had stopped, but it was still
OLD BUDDY BOB LAVENDER hard on their ar~s, pol.ished their thr~~tening. A few civilians were
, shoes, pressed theIr uruforms, but waltmg before the wrought - iron
Dave Boring, former 47th man, a nothing could be done to make rain- cemetery gates. Two were veiled
member of the Ohio Chapter, does coats look good. women in deep mourning. The Colo-
a bit of traveling for his company. General Martin's car swung nel was presented to them. One was
Recently he unexpectedly located around the corner and stopped just the widow of the commander of Bat-
an old 47th buddy, Bob Lavender, in short of the left flank ()f K Company. tery Railleuse. He had been killed
Benton City, Mo. Both Bob and Dave The General got out and took post when a 14-inch shell from the New
were in the 4th Platoon C Co., 47th. facing Captain Simpson. The com- York struck his fire-control tower.
The "conference" that followed went pany presented arms, the ruffles and The other woman's husband had
on and -,n into the wee sma' hours. flourishes sounded and the buglers been the bearded civilian, the one
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W I- went into the General's March. (Continued on Page 6)
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GENERAL RANDLE IS ADDING TO OHIO CHAPTER HELD A
HISTORY MADE BY J. GUTENBERG. POW-WOW SEPT. 27th
BEN FRANKLIN, HORACE GREELEY
John Gutenberg is credited with there are 72 points to an inch-and
having invented movable type-Ben 6 picas to an inch.)
Franklin explored many new ave- Pages are 6x9 inches. It takes me
nues in printing circles in his new about two hours to hand-set a page
country. Horace Greeley furthered and an hour to distribute the type
the cause of printing, known as the back in the case after a page is
"art preservative." He organized the printed. But remember, this is a
New York City Typographical Union hobby. I love to get out in my shop
and became an internationally fa- where everything is quiet and
mous editor. Now the Ninth Di- peaceful and nobody bothers me and
vision's own Gen. Ed Randle comes set type or whatever.
along and unconsciously places him- But my friends keep pushing back
self in position to be placed along- publication date. They keep wanting
side these printorial immortals. me to do them stationery, Christmas
As a hobby the general operates cards, post cards and like that. I
on a part-time basis THE ELDNAR have even done three books of poe-
PRESS at his home, 503 Althea Rd., try. But the ultimate was reached
Belleair, Clearwater, Fla. How the when one-another retired general,
General mastered the printing trade who had bought a small business-
is one for Believe It or Not Ripley's wanted me to do, on my hand press,
columns. One of the most interesting 5,000 sheets of lettersize stationery.
letters to be received at The Octofoil ALMOST FAINTED
office in many moons was received "Five thousand sheets!" I said, al-
from Gen. Randle, under date of most fainting.
Sept. 1, 1964. The letter was in an- "Sure," he said. "I won't need it
swer to an inquiry The Octofoil had for two months. You can take your
sent to Gen. Randle. At a recent time."
Ohio Chapter meeting DiCk Toole And I did it. I pulled that damned
reported having visited the Randles' handle five thousand times. I did it
home while he and Elizabeth were becau~t:' it gave me an idea. To hell
in Florida. He found Gen. Ed busy with this stuff, I thought-I'll buy
setting type by hand for a book he Me a power press. And I did. And
was also printing on a hand-fed- my friends paid for it. I bought a
hand-propelled press. Title of the Kelsey Star press with motor and
book was "SAF! ADVENTURE." . throw-off .which cost almost $1,000,
Additional information was sought and my friends paid every cent. Oh,
by The octofoil, resulting in the not directly. And I've never told
following letter: them they paid for it . . . It was the
WROTE BOOK 10 YEARS AGO little jobs I did for them over two
Dear Paul: The story of THE or three years that did it. The press
ELDNAR PRESS (Eldnar is Randle and all equipment - everything -is
spelled backward) is quite a simple all paid for with adequate operating
one . . . capital left over. I wonder how many
About ten years ago I wrote a woodworkers and makers of what-
book and called it SAFI ADVEN_ nots can say as much.
TURE. It was about the landing of But it did delay the publishing
the 47th Regimental Combat Team company's principal project. How-
at Safi, French Morocco, on 8 Nov., ever, I can now set up two pages
1942. I told the story from the point of SAFI ADVENTURE and run off
of view of the colonel-in the third both in an afternoon. I print one
person - commencing when Gen. page, change chases and print the
Eddy, at Fort Bragg, called me in second-calculating it so the second
and told me the 47th was going to run isn't printed on the back of the
take Safi, a place I had never heard first with its ink still wet. That is
where the dummy helns.
of. The narrative ends with our fa- DOC ROBERTS WANTS 10 COPIES
mous march and arrival at Port Ly-
autey. Morocco. Randy Bryant ... myoid S-2 in
I sent the manuscript to several the 47th, wrote he thought I could
publishers and two or three literary dispose of 250 copies so I have lim-
agents. . . . 'They said the story did ited the e~tion to 250 copies. Thatt:4s
not have wide enough appeal to all there WIll be. There will never be
warrant them publishing it commer- any more. My dear friend, Doctor
cially. I could understand that. The Roberts, wrote and sqid he wanted
war had been over ten years and 10 copies. Why ten. I can't imagine
who wanted to read about a minor unless he is going to speculate. Or
operation everyone had forgotten maybe give one to each if his chil-
except the men who were there. dren and the rest to friends....
The public would not buy 5,000 I do not know what the cost of
copies which a publisher must sell the book will be because I have not
just to break even. gone into binding costs. (I'm not a
LOOKING FOR A HOBBY bookbinder, just a printer and pub-
lisher.)
About that time I was looking for 8 NOVEMBER 1965
a hobby. I had sold my 40-foot Mat-
thews cruiser because I had too I have set publication date as 8
much money tied up in it, and I November, 1965, a very appropriate
could not afford to run it anyway. date, don't you think? And that
Those two big Packard engines ought to give me time to print the
drank up a gallon of gasoline every last two chapters, get the 250 copies
delightful mile. As a teen-age boy bound and be all set for the rush.
I'd had a small hand printing press Please remember, I do not work a
and enjoyed fooling with it. Some- full eight-hour day.
thing about a press and printers ink MAY LIVE TO BE 107
and setting type and packages of You think I might not last that
paper and boxes of envelopes fasci- long. Well, let's see. I was 48 when
nated me. I would buy a press, make we landed at Safi so anybody with
half of my two-car garage into a a fourth grade education can figure
print shop and by damn print the what that makes me now. But I come
book myself. from a long-lived family. My pres-
OBTAINS PRESS, TYPE ent goal is to reach 96 and I am
determined to make it. Why 96?-
I did just that. I bought a 6x10 Well. at 94 all insurance companies
Kelsey hand press with type, furni- payoff, and I want two years more
ture, and all other necessary equip- to spend the money. But I expe'2t
ment; built work benches; talked a far more. If my grandfathers could
neighbor into making a stand for reach 87. sixty years ago surely with
my type cases, and presto, I was a all medIcal advances I can attain
publisher. Well, not quite. There was 107. I'm helping nature and the
a lot I had to learn. I had the in- sciences. I've auit smoking. My
struction book which came with the weight is down to 165. My blood
press. That was not enough. I bought pressure is down below that of my
a big book on printing and a corre- young doctor. My ticker is going
spondence course on the subject. I fine and unless some crazy bastard
have always thought well of corre- runs into my car with his, I'll make
spondence courses ever since 1917 all the above goals and Safi Ad-
when one in elementary surveying venture will certainly be published
helped me pass an examination in on 8 November 1965. you may be
that subject for a commission as 2d sure. Another thing you may be sure
lieutenant in the Regular Army. of-it will become, in time, a col-
More recently I wanted to build a lector's item.
house and be my own contractor, so Cordially yours,
I took a course from the Interna- EDWIN H. RANDLE.
tional Correspondence Schools in -PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W 1_
Building Contracting, graduated - R C
and received a diploma as a Build- ouse ooperates By
iug Contractor. Giving Address Change
NOW A PRINTER. ETC. L. L. Rouse's new address is Rt.
Thus I became a printer and pub- 3, Box 263, Gulfport, Miss. Before
lisher. I started off doing a couple of Rouse moved from his old address,
pamphlets and when it seemed to Rt. 2, Box 120, Gulfport, he advised
me I was good enough, started work The Octofoil. If everyone did that
on the book. I could only do one the scores of dimes Uncle Sam
page at a time. In order not to get grabs from The Octofoil because of
all "bolixed" up I made a dummy returned papers due to incorrect ad-
for each signature.... Each page is dresses, life would seem much
39 lines of 10 point Century Roman sweeter to The Octofoil personnel.
type, two 2 point leads between lines -PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W l_
and the lines are 24 picas wide. A gentleman is a wolf with his
(Editor's note: In printer's jargon, ears pinned back.
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"SAFI ADVENTURE" .. . By Gen. Ed Randle
.,.the Prayers in Remembrance of Our
Heroic Dead, by the Ninth's own Fa-
ther Gerald Rowan were all utter-
ances that the members nor their
families will soon forget. Jerry Noth-
man, pinch-hitting for a Rabbi, was
very impressive. The Honored Gold
Star Parents received much consola-
tion from the Services.
The Minutes of the Board meet-
ings and the Convention proper
were printed in the last issue of The
Octofoil and speak for themselves.
Gen. Van Bond's address at the
banquet enthused his listeners.
Everyone was disappointed that
Gen. Westmoreland's tape recording
from Saiogn was not received in time
to be heard at the banquet.
John Sabato and Al Cuprys tried
to thank everyone who had helped
make the affair such a tremendous
success, but gave up realizing they
had inadvertently missed many.
MAYOR TATE REPRESENTED
Mayor James H. J. Tate of Phila-
delphia, was in Miami, Fla. on official
business during the Reunion. He was
well and ably represented by a mem-
ber of his cabinet, the Honorable
Caspar J. Knight, of the City Veter-
ans' Advisory Commission. Mrs.
Kight was also a guest of honor at
the banquet.
DINNER WAS TOPS
The roast top sirloin of beef din-
ner was just clear out of this world.
Store-bought molars went through
the beef just like the Ninth Division
went through Algiers into Bizerte.
SCHMIDT GIVES 'EM
ALL THE DETAILS
Michael Yednak, 45 Delaware Ave..
Metuchen, N. J., sent a note to Art
Schmidt asking for information
about the Association and expressed
a desire of contacting some old bud-
dies from Anti-Tank, 47th Regt.
Art started at A and went to Z.
He left no stone unturned. He in-
vited Mike to the New York picnic,
to the dance, to the Chapter meet-
ings, spelling out and explaining
each and every event in full details.
It's fellows like Schmidt who are
putting in all these hours who have
such love for the Association, that
are greatly responsible for the As-
sociation's continual growth.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W I-
, If a man still owes you money, his
success isn't going to impress you
one darn bit.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W I-
A beatnik figures he's real gone-
when he's only half there.
Octofoil On Mail List
for "TNT" Weekly
Someone down New York way put
The Octofoil on the mailing list of
a publication called "TNT," short
for Taxi News Transport. The sheet,
while primarily devoted to bettering
the lot of taxi people, seems to have
a sympathetic vein for the best in-
terests of veterans, especially dis-
abled veterans.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W 1-
Mrs. Charles LeBretto (60th) greets Big George Alberts, who
stopped by the cocktail party sporting his North African Arab 'regalia.
Ben Murell, former 39th man, looks on and shakes his head, just
wondering. Both Ben and George were on the Division's boxing team.
-Photo by Walter Victor, 340 Lynhurst Dr., S.W., Atlanta 11, Georgia.
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Persistent Arabs Show Up At Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA COMMITTEES DID
A MOST OUTSTANDING JOB
For The Octofoil to attempt in
a small way to do justice to all the
features that contributed to the suc-
cess of the 19th Annual Reunion held
in Philadelphia would entail the use
of more space than the budget al-
lows. And by the same token to men-
tion all those who contributed to the
fun and comradeship at the individ-
ual group meetings would be a phys-
ical impossibility. Just a few of the
highlights are briefly noted here..
The pictures printed in the last
issue do an excellent job of con-
veying to those who were unable to
attend the magnitude of the under-
taking. A few additional Reunion
pictures are being printed in this
issue of The Octofoil.
MEMORIAL SERVICES
Naturally the most impressive part
of the Reunion was the Memorial
Services.
POLICE-FIREMEN'S BAND
Thanks were extended to Carol A.
Frey, Assistant Ceremonial Secre-
tary for the City of Brotherly Love,
for arranging the appearance of the
Police and Fireman's Band at the
Memorial Services.
Philadelphia's Police and Fire-
men's Band was composed of top-
rate musicians peculiarly fitted for
such an occasion. Father Louis B.
Kines' Memorial Service Address
(pinch hitting for Father Connors-
who would have been proud of the
address of Father Kines had he heard
it), the Invocation by the illustrious
Rev. Frederick E. Maser, D.D., and
Boyle's Issues Most
Thorough Report
The financial report prepared by
National Treasurer Thomas J. Boyle,
39 Hall Ave., Somerville, Mass., has
been circulated and is a thorough
and understandable financial docu-
ment, that incidentally shows the
Association is still operating on the
black side of the ledger and other-
wise on solid ground and the future
looking most promising.
THE OCTOFOIL
HOPE FOR "A SHOW
ON THE ROAD" IN
DIXIELAND SOON
The Octofoil's "Old Reliable," Doc
Paul Walton comes up with some
more good news from Rebel Terri-
tory. Doc was in Atlanta recently
and after several calls contacted
Walter Victor, who in turn advised
Walton he had finally located the
"missing" Ninth Division Chapter
Charter that was issued to a group
in that area several years ago. Both
Walton and Victor claim they have
enough contacts now to assure reac-
tivation of that Charter.
As soon as Walton recovers from
the effects of three (3) quarts of pills
his old country medic fed to him
during a recent influenza spasm, he
and Walt will get that meeting ar-
ranged for. Any and all former Ninth
men should contact one or the oth-
er of these men: Paul Walton, Old
Dalton Rd., Rt. 1, Rome, Ga., or Wal-
ter Victor, 340 Lyndhurst Dr., S.W.,
Atlanta 11, Ga.
Another former Ninth man Wal-
ton has contact is Virgil Balchlor.
Virgil was retired on disability sev-
eral years ago with the rank of ma-
jor. He left the 9th while the out-
fit was at Heath Springs, on the
1941 maneuvers. He was sent to
Trinidad, then back to Texas for
O.C.S., and from there to the Pa-
cific Theater for the duration.
Walton always closes his letters
with a 50-50 ornery and parlor story.
He sent two in his most recent letter.
One will be retold briefly, the other
held for another day.
SHE'S PREGNANT?
Walton swears that on his last visit
to see his old family doctor, a highly
respected church leader and reput-
edly a virgin spinster, emerged from
the doctor's sanctum raving mad and
issuing dire threats. Walton inquired
of the doctor what was the trouble.
The old doc replied, "I just told her
she was pregnant."
"But certainly that isn't true is it
Doc?" Walton persisted. '
"Well, no," said the old country
pill pusher, "but it sho as hell cured
her of those hiccoughs."
Thanks, Doc, keep up the good
work.




. The following letter from past Na-
tlOnal Association President Francis
Maher, 14 Davenport St., Worcester
10, Mass., is self explanatory:
Dear Comrades: Once again after
returning to our homes from an en-
joyable Reunion we can sit back and
think of how good it was to be with
the old gang again and some of the
new faces we saw.
From my own experience I saw
for the first time one of my buddies
and also a good friend of all the
Engineers (Charlie Fowler), from
Glocuster. New Jersey. Charlie had
to leave the first night but returned
on Saturday night with Mrs. Fowler,
who seemed to enjoy every minute.
An invitation was extended to six
of us to visit with the Fowlers on
our way home Sunday A.M. We did
just that and we had a very nice
breakfast waiting for us, which was
greatly appreciated and we want to
say thanks again to Charlie and his
lovely wife, who really made us feel
at home.
CLOSELY KNIT
As time goes on we of the Ninth
Division can see what a closely knit
association we have. When we can
join together year after year and
enjoy the company of those who
have served with the Division it
gives a feeling of pride to have b~n
a member of the Ninth-and the
span of years between service time
and the Reunions shows that the
friendships for each other has not
dwindled.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
CUTOFF DATE FOR BONUS
IN NEW YORK IS 1965
Section of Chapter 547 laws of
1947, entitled "An Act to provide for
the payment of bonuses for World
War II veterans" has been amended
for the purpose of establishing a cut-
off date for the payment of New
York State bonuses for World War
II veterans.
Effective after March 31, 1965, no
payments for a World War II bonus
shall be made nor will any applica-
tion be received after that date un-
less the person making such an ap-
plication can prove that they were
incapable of making this application
prior to March 31, 1965 because of
physical or mental incapacity.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W 1-
A halo can get to be quite a nui-
sance if you have to explain it.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W 10-
A doctor sent a bill to a lady as
follows: "For curing your husband
till he died."
(Octofoil readers will have to be
patient while Gen. Randle handsets
and runs off more chapters on this
great book, "SAFI ADVENTURE.")
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W l-
O'Shea claims to have almost
made a hole in one during the Re-
union Tournament. The last time he
was close. Says he only missed it
by three strokes.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
INSURANCE TIPS
Marriages, divorces, births or'
deaths are the types of family
changes which may indicate needed
changes in GI Insurance beneficiary
listings. In many of the recent cases
coming to light, the beneficiaries of
VA record were the same the veter-
ans had named when they took out
their policies years ago, even though
they had married and begotten fam-
ilies since. The Government is re-
quired by law to pay GI insurance
proceeds to the beneficiary of rec-
ord, whether or not that beneficiary
still is in any way connected with
the veteran.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W 1-
WRONG WORDS
It had been one of those June and
December marriages, with him being
a ripe 65 and she being a young 21.
It was the morning after the honey-
moon night and the bride and groom
were seated at the hotel dining table
for breakfast.
"Darling," she cooed to her hus-
band, "you told a big lie in front of
that preacher yesterday."
"How's that, dear?" he asked.
"Well, she pensively replied,
"when you said 'I Do,' you should
have said 'I used to'."
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W 1-
A bachelor is a man who can toy
with the bait without getting hooked.
(Continued from Page 5) terrupted now and then by hand-
the Colonel had seen climbing the clapping.
steep hill back of the phosphate The service must have lasted fif-
warehouse that first morning. He teen minutes. Then suddenly it end-
was glad he had let the old fellow ed. The mourners simply walked
go, even though he had been spy- away. The Colonel had no way of
ing for the men in the house on the knowing how many graves were
cliff. But someone had not let him those of men killed on November 8.
get to that house. He did not ask. .
SHAKE HANDS As they walked to their cars Gen-
He bowed to the two widows and eral Martin ~aid, "Now I would like
they bowed in return. One even of- to visit your hospitaL"
fered her hand. He shook it. A cu- INJURED SENT BACK
rious situation. He wondered if they "If you like, but all my wounded
would become hysterical and hold have either been sent back to the
him responsible for the deaths of United States, or to our hospital in
their husbands. They did not. Both Casablanca. Those in my hospital
were very calm. And they seemed here just have diarrhea, and like
to bear no hatred. that. There are only ten of them."
The Mayor of Safi handed the Col- "So be it," the General said smil-
onel a lovely wreath, a thoughtful ing. "But I wish to visit them just
act he deeply appreciated. There was the same."
also a wreath for General Martin. They drove across town to the new
Someone opened the cemetery gates Jewish school. The Colonel had
and they entered. The others fol- warned Major Roberts, General
lowed. A short way up a gravel walk Martin might wish to see his hos-
stood a tall, central monument. They pital. It would be ready. The Regi-
stooped and placed their wreaths mental Medical Section and the at-
against the base of the monument, tached Collecting Company were su-
saluted, then walked around it to perior. He never had to worry about
the graves. them. Major Roberts and his staff
There were' fourteen mounds of were waiting. The building was so
fresh, brown earth, all in a row, new no grass yet covered its lawn.
where the Americans were buried- The rain had made it mud. They
the body of the man who fell off the tracked the mud inside.
net into the sea was never recovered. An aide-de-camp carried a basket
Each mound had a white, wooden of tangerines. The Colonel led the
cross with a name and a dog tag on, way. In each ward he told the men
it. The bare, brown mounds were who their visitor was; that he had
wet and muddy. A light drizzle had been visiting his wounded and wish-
resumed. The branches of tall cedars ed to call on them, too. The men
hung down and dripped steadily. without exception grinned. They
Removing his cap the Colonel knew who he was and were pleased.
walked slowly around the fourteen The General spoke to each man in
new graves. He stopped and read English. His manner and genuine in-
each name, trying to remember the terest were charming. While he talk-
man. Only a short time ago-three ed an aide placed a few tangerines
weeks-these men were training, on each cot.
going to the PX, the Service Club, SPOTS PICTURE
or into Fayettevile. For them the An up-ended orange crate for a
war had been short. Life itself had bed table stood beside one cot. On
been brief, so very brief. They were it there was a photograph of a pretty
young and life had so much to offer. girl. General Martin did not miss it.
Their epitaph would be "They died He asked the soldier, "Is that your
for their country." Since 1775 that wife?"
had been said of countless fine "No, sir. My girl friend."
young men. "Ah!" the General exclaimed. "She
He walked over and joined Gen- is beautiful."
eral Martin. The General was look- The man grinned broadly.
ing down at the graves of his sol- The visit was soon over. General
diers. There were more than four- Martin congratulated Major Rob-
teen. Their graves were just across erts on the splendid condition of his
a gravel path. Young men who in hospital. It was spotless, except for
lif. ha~ never known each o~erJ. the mud they had tracked in. And
wli{)' had sprung from different en- there were no flies. The windows had
vironments and spoke a different screens.
language, had fought each other and It was drizzling again. The Gen-
were now lying together with just eral said he must hurry back to
a gravel path between them. The Marrakech.,
Colonel hoped the deaths of these "I hoped you would stay for
young men, French and American, lunch," the Colonel said, not hiding
would have a meaning, that they his disappointment. "It's a long ride
could from somewhere say, "Yes, the to Marrakech. Can't you stay for
forty or more years of life we gave coffee and a sandwich, even?"
was worth it. Observe the great "No. I'm sorry. I must hurry. Be-
benefits which have resulted." The sides, this is too mournful an ocac-
Colonel hoped so, but he was not sion. I shall return and have lunch
sure. with you another time."
"Then make it soon. I may be
SERVICES LONG ordered away."
All the mourners left the ceme- 'I will come Friday. how is that?"
tery and drove to the barracks. By "Fine. Come about eleven-thirty
a wall inside the area a priest had and bring four or five of your
set up an open-air altar. The priest officers."
was a French army chaplain. He General Martin said he would.
was a young man, but the full,
brown beard he affected made him
seem older. Several rows of folding
chairs faced the altar. The little
party slipped between the rows and
sat down, all except the Colonel and
General Martin. They took seats on
the front row. The service began.
The Colonel did not understand any
of it. It was being said in French
and Latin. He was a Protestant. But
the purpose of the service was to
memorialize and pray for the sol-
diers, French and American, who
had died. He was for that, so he
followed the General. When the
General stood up he stood up, when
he did something else the Colonel
did it too.
The service was lonl!. Sometimes it
rained, lightly, but no one paid any
attention. The service went on. At
last it ended and they moved silently
away from the chairs. The two wom-
en in black kept going, on out
through the big gates.
The General said, "I am going to
the Mohammedan cemetery where
the native soldiers are buried."
"May I come along?"
"Cer~ainly. Glad to to have you."
The Mohammedan cemetery lay
on a barren hillside. It had no trees
nor grass nor shrubbery, nothing
green. There were no tombstones
either, just large rocks or cairns
marking the graves.
They did not enter the cemetery
but stood on a knoll overlooking it.
The Pasha was inside. With him
were twelve or fifteen Arabs, all in
white, older men with beards. They
were chanting. From time to time
they would clap their hands. The
chanting continued. No funeral ora-
tion, no prayers-unless the chants
were prayers - as they probably
were, just sing-song chanting, in-
•
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M 0 n i c a Baldwin, Basingstoke,
England, has been a guest of Dtck
and Edith Pestel, 1422 Dyer Rd.,
Grove City, 0., while preparing for a
visit with her mother and sisters in
England. The mother, Mrs. Kate
Freeman and her entire family were
a most hospitable family to Ninth
Division men stationed in that area,
especially 47th men.
While in Grove City, "Mollie" was
"sweating" out the arrival of her
passport. It has been 18 years since
Mollie has seen her mother. The sis-
ters are: Jean Stratton, 39 Blenheim
~d., Basingstoke H aut s; Phyllis
Fr~ebury, who has a pub in Bexley
Arms, at Windsor, Berkshire.
Mollie will stay in England all this
winter, returning to Canada next
spring, where she has been employ-
ed for many years by the Totem
Point Lodge in NoelviIle, Ontario,
Canada.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W l-
It's hard to explain to kids why a
nation that spends billions for nu-
clear bombs is trying to outlaw fire-
crackers.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
A conservative person is one who
thinks nothing should be done for
the first time.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W 1-
MOLLIE BALDWIN NOW
ON HER WAY BACK TO
MERRIE OLE ENGLAND
Governor Otto Kerner Gets a few Pointers
It was a lucky day
for Gov. Otto Ker..
ner of Illinois,
when he joined in




ing the 1963 Re-
union.
He took time out
to listen to a few
"political pointers"
Mike Mysyk, for-
mer 60th man, of
Cleveland, Ohio,
had to offer. Now
that the Governor
is up to his eye-









seem to be effec-
tive-he continues
to get elected year
after year as money
bags for his local
union in Cleveland.
Mysyk Appeals lor Aid
From Scholarship Fund
The Octofoil was honored on Fri-
day, Oct. 9 to have a distinguished
visitor from Cleveland, Ohio. The
visitor explained he had been a stu-
dent for three days at Ohio State
University taking a briefing course
on political science. The embryonic
political scientist was Mike Mysyk,
12604 Darlington Avenue, Garfield
Heights, Ohio. Mysyk is Financial
Secretary for Utility Workers Union
of America, Local 270, Cleveland, O.
That organization sent their "boy" to
the University to do some "boning
up" on his political tricks. The for-
mer 60th Regt. Whiz Kid claims it
really was a four-year course that
he finished in three days-and he
also claims he is eligible to make ap-
plication to the 9th Division Scholar-
ship Fund for aid in furthering his
education on how best to employ
strategic political shenanigans.
The "Mad Russian" recently con-
tacted another former Ninth man
who never heard of the Association,
Jack Bennett, 11850 Edgewater Dr.,
Lakewood 7, Ohio. Mysyk thinks he
can get Jack signed up before long.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
It's a wise girl who can accept a
beautiful present without acquiring
an ugly past.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
The best. get-well cards are four
aces.
THE MEMORIAL FU:ND OF
THE 9TH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
Scholarship Information
The Memorial Fund of the Ninth Infantry Division Association was
established by the members of the association to commemorate the memory
of their comrades who paid the supreme sacrifie in battle. As a part of this
fund the association established a scholarship program. Scholarships are
awarded each year to relatives of men who served in The Ninth Infantry
Division.
ELIGIBILITY FOR SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
A person who wishes to apply for a scholarship must be related to a
man who has served with The Ninth Infantry Division. Children of former
members of the division will be given first consideration, but children of
m.en killed in combat given first preference. Applicants who are not children
of former members of the division will not be considered unless no child
of a former member qualifies.
APPLICATION PROCEDURE
The following procedures must be followed by those wishing to apply
for the scholarships:
1. Send a letter of application to the chairman of the scholarship
committee stating the following: name, address, age, and sex of
the applicant; name, address, and occupation of the applicant's
parents or guardians; the name and address of the secondary
school the applicant is attending or has attended and gradu-
ated; the name and address of the college the applicant ex-
pects to attend; the vocational goal of the applicant; and the
name of and degree of relationship to a former member of the
division. The unit and dates of service in the division of the
former member must be included.
2. A transcript of the applicant's high school record must be in-
cluded with the letter of application. The transcript must' in-
clude at least the first seven semesters of the applicant's record.
3. The applicant must have a counselor or principal of the high
school he or she is attending write a letter of recommendation
to the chairman of the scholarship committee.
4. Effective with the 1965 scholarship award, the applicant must
take the PSAT given every October. The applicant must list the
name and address of the chairman of the scholarship committee
in the space on the application for the PSAT requiring three
names of institutions or individuals to be sent the results of
the test.
5. THE APPLICATION MUST BE SENT TO THE CHAIRMAN
OF THE SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE BY MARCH 15. Appli-
cations received after March 15 will not be considered.
6. All applicants must accept the decision of the Scholarship Com-
mittee as final.
7. Information to determine financial need will be requested by
the Scholarship Committee after the applications have been con-
sidered. Only the top ten contenders will be asked to submit
information on financial need.
8. All applications must be sent to: John J. Clouser, Scholarship
Chairman, Ninth Infantry Division Association. 200 North Elm
Street, Mount Prospect, Illinois.
THE OCTOFOIL
Al Lechmanik, formerly a Co. F
and Co. G, 47th man has sent Sec-
retary Dan Quinn a check for $50
to be credited to the Scholarship
Fund. AI is an old buddy of the As-
sociation's First Vice President, Vin-
cent Guglielmino, of the Greater
New York Chapter.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUE5 N-O-W I-
THANKS • .. From .Mrs.
Helen Heikkela
The entire Ninth Division world
was shocked and grieved when the
news come through telling of Frank
Heikkela's unexpected death. The
bereaved widow and children send
the following note and "card of
thanks" to members of the Associa-
tion:
Dear Friends: Thank you so very
much for your letters and for ar-
ranging for the Memorial Mass. I
know that "Heck" would so much
have appreciated your thoughtful-
ness.
And of course I shall always be
interested in news of members of
the Ninth.
Thank you so much.-Helen Heik-
kela, Lois, Larry and Margo, 42
Morningstar Court, Williamsville,
N. Y. 41221.




This story is more or less of a per-
sonal nature and it is hoped the rank
and file members will approve.
During the Philadelphia Reunion,
Walter O'Keeffe, Association Presi-
dent, and Vincent Guglielmino, 1st
Vice President, called on The Octo-
foil editor and extended condolences
because of the death of Charles M.
Plunkett (the editor's son.) , who
passed away in New York City on
Feb. 27, 1964. Both these good -Com-
rades asked for the location in the
Veterans National Cemetery in Long
Island, N. Y., of young Plunkett's
grave, saying they planned to visit
the cemetery at regular intervals
and would pay their respects to the
editor's deceased son. (Guglielmino
has a brother buried in the same
cemetery who was killed in action.)
OCTOFOaMASTHEAD
When the Board of Governors
meeting in Washington, D. C., shortly
after the first Reunion in New York
City decided to publish a newspaper
and call it The Oetofoil, the present
editor was designated editor. Young
Plunkett was an art student at Ohio
State University and part-time car-
toonist on a Columbus newspaper.
He was asked to design a proper
masthead for page 1 of the new As-
sociation paper. The design used to-
day was drawn by the young art
student in 1947 and no one has ever
suggested any changes. But on the
other hand has received many com-
pliments from Army historians and
followers of art work. He, too, felt
very close to the Ninth Division even
though his G.I. days were spent with
an Armored Division.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
ED RAUKTIS GIVING UP
HOPE OF GETTING MAIL
Last issue of The Octofoil printed
a story about Ed Rauktis, 727 Church
St., Easton, Pa., leaving the Philadel-
phia Reunion disappointed because
he never was able to contact just so
many as one old buddy he knew
overseas. After the story Ed waited
several weeks before writing The
Octofoil hoping some old buddy from
Co. D, 60th would see the story and
write. Still no luck. Under date of
Oct. 6 Rauktis writes in part:
Dear Paul:
I received copy of Oetofoil about
a month ago. I purposely delayed an-
swering, hoping I could inform you
I had received some mail from ex-
G.!. friends. No luck at all. I assume
that they were like me-waiting to
get out and forget the army-either
they never joined the Association or
dropped out in a year or two.
WILL TRY AGAIN
If all goes well next summer I may
take a few days vacation and go to
New York for the next convention.
If I do I will surely look you up.
It was a pleasure meeting your wife
and you-Sincerely, Ed Rauktis.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W I-
John Sabato, Co-Chairman for the
1964 Reunion Committe, has sent to
Secretary Quinn a check for $353.25.
This is the money collected during
the Reunion banquet and earmark-
ed for the Association's Scholarship
Fund.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W I-
AL LECHMANIK
HELPS THE FUND
P.S.-An assist to John S. Kujawa,
South Bend, Indiana, for his timely
suggestions concerning the legendary
story of the great Colonel Flint.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W I-
The 60th's Demon Jeep Driver
Bob Woodside, has deserted Ne~
York state again and gone back to
Chickasaw, Ala., P. O. Box 101.
Taking highlights of a letter sent
The Octofoil recently Bob, among
many other things, writes:
The Octofoil is the only source of
contact between long lost friends.
There must always be an Octofoil.
I recently heard from George
Blackley. Had not heard from him
since the first get-together in New
York City back in 1946.
George was the first fellow I got
acquainted with after Gen. Van
Bond had delivered us at Bragg from
Camp Upton, New York.
The last Reunion I attended Ma-
comber, Bill Brabson, Pop Burnett
were at our table. They're scattered
to all points of the compass now.
There are many I've lost contact
with and hope to learn something of
them soon.
There is George Kortez, Jack Dea-
son and Peter Rabbit (whose name
I can't recall).
(Editor's Note: George is in Chi-
cago, Deason in Akron and Peter
Rabbit Harvey in Cincinnati.)
Often wonder what has happened
to Henry Rigby. He and I had a few
wild rides together in that old Jeep.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W 1-
By BILL KREYE, HERE TO LEAD
337 20th Street Paddy found the 39th and told the
Brooklyn 15, New York operation officer to summon the out-
fit together. The operation officer was
"The Octofoil" is a great paper also bewildered and inquired who he
and after reading that column in a was. "I'm Paddy Flint and I'm com-
former issue of the paper about manding this regiment." When the
Colonel Harry A. "Paddy" Flint, I regiment assembled, these words
can't hesitate to tell you about what were spoken again. "I'm not here
I wrote about "Paddy" in tny un- to command you. I'm here to lead
published story "The. Pawns of you. What's good enough for me is
War." This coincides WIth the story good enough for you. Hit don't make
in "The Octofoil." It is a part of my no difference. "And, one more thing,"
book which has subtitles such as Paddy stated, "I got a motto and
"We Could Have Taken Berlin"- it's going to be your motto, too, and
the whys and events of the AAA-O you're going to like it. That motto
-The Octofoil-the Fighting Falcons is "Anything, Anytime, Anywhere,
-Thompson's Battalion, Tinley's Fo- Bar Nothing (AAA-O). Tomorrow at
ley-"Hit don't make no difference." six o'clock I want to see that motto
I believe the best title for the fol- painted on every helmet in the out-
lowing should be "More Truth Than fit."
Fiction." Up till now, there had been many
"MORE TRUTH THAN FICTION"- false rumors and stories spread
No story of the 39th Infantry Regi- around of how badly the 39th Regi-
ment could ever be told nor com- ment had performed before "Paddy"
pleted about the events of World Flint had arrived to command it. It
War II without a few words about was true that the 39th had made
"Paddy" Flint. There could be many some mistakes but it had fought very
books written about this man alone. bravely and so gallantly through the
This man appeared in relation to the past campaigns. However, "Paddy"
39th during the Battle of Sicily. The would add more spirit to the unit
39th Infantry Regiment part of the which would usually accomplish the
9th Infantry Division was attached impossible.
to the "Big Red One" (1st Infantry GOOD TO HIS MEN
Division) and they were engaged in Old "Paddy" was a good man to
heavy fierce combat with the Ger- his soldiers. He always commented
mans for the town of Troina. The that a good soldier's job was al-
1st Battalion of the 39th was re- ways open for him and nobody was
liefed momentarily in the sector. As going to take his place after he re-
we returned to the rear with col- turned from temporary disability.
umns of men on each side of the Between "Paddy's" insistency and
road towards Cerami, there stood a Lt. Col. Philip C. Tinley's ingenui-
creature in the middle of the road. ty, who commanded the 1st Batta-
His black scarf wrapped around his lion, enabled the 1st Battalion,·39th
shoulders, the silver eagle on the to beat the British into Randazzo.
front of his helmet, he wore high The Battle for Randazzo is another
boots as if he had returned from story, incidentally.
horseback riding, there was "Paddy" These stories could go on forever,
clapping his hands. but I'll conclude with a little inci-
A BROAD GRIN dent that occurred many months la-
He looked at each individual sol- ter when the U. S. 1st Army was
dier who passed him by. He had a invading the F r e n c h Normandy
broad grin on his ruddy face and he shores. The 39th Infantry Regimel1t
kept on clapping his hands in ad- was attached to the 5th Infantry Di-
miration of these soldiers as if he vision assigned to clear out the
had just enjoyed a great perform- bunkers and pill-boxes reactivated
ance. It was "Paddy" who would hug on Utah Beach and to capture
every private in the outfit and every Quinneville. "Paddy" said, "IT WAS
lieutenant would get a chewing out. GOOD THAT WE WERE INVITED
It was "Paddy" who gave the 39th OR WE WOULD HAVE SWAM THE
Infantry Regiment its famed motto ENGLISH CHANNEL TO GET
AAA-O (Anything, Anywhere, Any- HERE."
time, Bar Nothing). It would be- This feat by the 39th Infantry to
come a tradition that would never clear out the Utah Beach enemy de-
be forgotten. fenses was a much more important
It was just about this time too that achievement than historians· give
every man in the 39th painted with them credit for. Supposing the ene-
white paint the AAA-O on the sides my counter-attacked strongly against
of his helmet. It was worn by the the invasion forces and started
soldiers of this outfit in battle where pushing them back? The Allies
the equally proud insignia of the 9th would never get back to the sea be-
Infantry Division "The Octofoil" was cause the enemy defenses would
not worn, due to security reasons. prevent that withdrawal. It was a
The inspiration of this man was so big price to pay for the 39th who
tremendous that the meaning of the lost many men including the witty
motto came true. The 39th would do Lt. Col. Philip C. Tinley.
"Anything," go "Anywhere," "Any- If you were ever associated for
time" it was called upon regardless any length of time in combat with
of the size of the enemy (Bar Noth- the 39th Infantry Regiment during
ing). "Hit don't make no difference," Worl~ War II, it is stories like the
Paddy used to say. ,one Just revealed about "Paddy"
WANTED TO COMMAND Flint that begin to grow on you.
It was told that "Paddy" Flint was Nevertheles, there has been "more
56 years of age and he was a sol- tr.uth than ~ction" in this story.-
dier's soldier. In fact, he was con- Smcerely, BIll Kreye.
sidered too old for combat and they
wouldn't give Paddy an outfit to
command. However, Paddy was de-
termined to find himself one and
that he did. As he kept his eyes
opened, he observed that the 39th
Infantry was in need of a command- BUSY, DIGGING UP
er with eagles on his shoulders. He FEW OLD MEMORIES
was only five feet eight inches tall
and he weighed about 155 pounds
soaking wet. His legs were bowed
like a bulldog from riding horses for
a long time in the horse cavalry. He
had a good military sense and had
outranked all the generals as far as
military schooling was concerned.
However, Paddy's drawback was his
speech; like General George S. Pat-
ton, he couldn't make a speech to his
men without using 85 percent curse
words.
Most of the time Paddy just wore
an old sweatshirt, a pair of G.I.
shoes and a pistol (not two pearl
handled ones but an ordinary 45)
in a holster with usually his right
hand grasping it. Paddy went right
down to see General Manton S.
Eddy, who was commanding the 9th
Infantry Division, and as Eddy was
in a huddle with other staff officers,
Paddy barged right in.
"General Eddy, I'm the commander
of the 39th Regiment. I'm a fighting
man and don't you forget it. If you
want anything out of my regiment
just come to me with it and I'll take
care of it." Then he walked away to
find the 39th Regiment and General
Eddy bewildered said to his staff of-
ficers, "Who in blazes was that?"
Some of his staff officers had known
"Paddy" Flint and explained that to
the general.
BILL KREYE HAS FOND MEMORIES
OF THE IMMORTAL PADDY FLINT
, September-October, 1964
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Afrika Korps Soldier Working At Sheraton
Picture Number 68
OCTOFOIL EDITOR, HOINA KELET and VIC BUTSWINKUS
The dancing had started after the Reunion banquet, Joe McKenzie,
Waltham, Mass., approached the Octofoil editor's table, and remarked,
4'Did you know that the man who just served your table was fighting
with General Rommel's Afrika Korps against the Ninth Division just
before the fall of Bizerte?" McKenzie can smell a good storY' miles
away. Hoina Kelet, the ex-German soldier is now an American citi-
been living at 3 Glenview Drive, Palmyra, N. J. He is pictured above,
left to right: Paul S. Plunkett, Octofoil editor; Kelet and Victor But-
swinkus, a hard-working member of the Philadelphia-Delaware Val-
ley Chapter Convention Committee.
-Photo by Walter Vidor, 340 Lynhurst Dr., S.W., Atlanta ll, Georgia.
During the 1964
Philadelphia Re-

















union in the not
too distant future
the two lads will be
able to accompany








lanta, Ga. are pre-
dicting a brilliant
career lor the two
Victor boys in the
musical circles not




Parts of a letter sent to The Octo- Mrs. Ann C. Veeneman, 10189 So.
foil by the inimitable John Korobko, Walden Parkway, Chicago, lllinois,
a former Board member and Chair- 60643, writes to give The Octofoil the
man of the Detroit (Mich.) Reunion Veenemans' new address. It was
Committee, comes from 1101 S. Bay- good to hear from the Veenemans,
lor St., Tucson, Ariz. Parts of the even if Harry was too "tired" to
letter reads: write. Several years ago Harry was
We finally got home from the Re- a spark plug in the lllinois Associa-
union. Found a lot of mail-a lot of tion activities. Then one day he call-
grass and tired. Little by little, we're ed The Octofoil saying he was pass-
catching up on the mail-the grass ing through Columbus, O. enroute
in the yard can wait. to some West Virginia hamlet where
Danny Quinn is to send me names he would be in the soft drink busi-
and addresses of our people out here ness. He had the new Mrs. Veene-
in Arizona. I may be able to contact man with him who had then only
some of them. I understand a for- recently been discharged from the
mer 9th man is with the postoffice WACS and it was learned that she
here in Tucson. outranked old Harry by several
Attended a real Western steer bar- notches.
b-q recently given by Tuscon Fra- Then when things got too dull for
ternal Order of Police. Reallyenjoy- this city boy, and they moved back
ed it. The kids were all thrilled. to the big Windy City it was thought
Am going to "poach" a few cacti for sure Harry would get back in the
plants out of the desert hoping to swim and help that lllinois Chapter
start a cactus garden. Don't know make some history. But he's been on
how this venture will terminate. a sitdown strike or something, this
The people are real friendly down is the first sign of life he has shown
here and ever willing to lend a hand t for many months. At least it shows
in whatever you want to do. he's still interested in the Octofoil
John's new license plates read- and doesn't want to miss any issues.
FDR 300. He doesn't know whether Anyway that's a good sign-so may-
that will get him in jail in Goldwater be he'll get back in there and do
territory or not. some pitching like he used to.
Joh~ closes thusly: Ann should pull some rank on the
Mane an~ I set;d. c:>Ut best to all guy-and get him on the beam again.
those fine Nmth DIVISI?n people who She can do it, if she wants to. Any-
have come to seem. lIke ':l part. of one not believing that can ask "old"
the Kokobko blood kin famlly.-Sm- Harry. Begrudgingly he'll have to
cerely, John. give a most emphatic "yes."
-PAY 1-9-6·5 DUES N-O-W l- -PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!-
The latest class of underprivileged Conceit is the only disease that
children are those whose parents makes everybody sick but the one
own two cars but no boat. who has it.
-PAY 1·9-6-5 DUES N-O-W!- -PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W l-
It has now been proved beyond A well-informed man is the one
doubt that smoking is the major whose wife has just told him what
cause of statistics. she thinKs of him.
Walt Victor's Sons Back from Concert Tour
Korobko Got Back to His VEENEMAN CLAN DOING
"Reservation" In Arizona OKAY IN "WINDY CITY"
One Sample of Many Happy Groups
Many long years ago when the
National Association was flounder-
ing around trying to get its feet on
terra firma and there was no such
organization as the Greater New
York Chapter, there lived in Gotham
a young ex-G.I. from the Ninth Di-
vision by the name of Leslie Ronay.
He was a human dynamo in exert-
ing himself in behalf of the National
Organization and was visualizing a
great chapter in Greater New York.
He worked every spare moment he
had on the project. Then he moved
to Arizona. In recent years many old
timers have asked The Octofoil
about Leslie Ronay.
Recently Secretary Quinn sent to
The Octofoil two letters he had re-
ceived from from Les Ronay out in
California. The correct address: Les-
lie Ronay, 19300 Vanowen, Reseda,
California. It was a thrill to read the
letters and learn that Leslie Ronay
was still vitally interested in the 9th
Infantry Division Association and its
members.
In one of the letters Leslie was
seeking the address of Dr. Ralph Ca-
mardella, a former 60th Surgeon.
Ronay has not been able to attend
a Reuriion since 1947. But he is pull-
ing every trick out of the bag to try
and have his affairs in such shape
that he can get back home, New
York City, for the 1965 Reunion. He
concludes his second letter with "I've
already started my plans for this
trip; my mind is made up that noth-
ing within reason will keep me away
and I sure hope I'm right. My best
regards to all the boys of the New
York Chapter and Ninth Division
friends everywhere."
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W l-
COL. "ANDY" BAKER IS
PLANNING NEW YORK
CITY "SAFARI" IN '65
The home address is Lt. Col. An-
drew L. Baker, 20 Puritan Road,
East Weymouth, Mass. 02189. And
the Military address is Lt. Col. An-
drew Baker, FTT 2A, TUSAE,
JUSMMAT, APO 254, New York,
N. Y. 09254. The interesting letter re-
ceived from "Andy," dated Sept. 5,
reads:
Dear Paul: Just received my copy
of the Reunion Octofoil. Was ex-
tremely interested in the articles on
Brig. Gen. Gunn and Maj. Gen.
Bond. I served under both of these
fine officers and have followed their
careers thru articles in the Army
Times and The Octofoil. My congrat-
ulations to them both and I hope to
see them at the next Reunion, which
I hope to attend, Army orders per-
mitting.
I was real disappointed that I was
not able to attend the reunion in
Philadelphia as were my wife, Pat,
and my sons, Ted and Bob. They
were looking forward to seeing
O'Shea and Jacobs again. However,
when I returned from Springfield in
July of 1963, my mail contained a
set of Orders for me to proceed to
Turkey in January of 1964. Current-
ly I have four more months to go
on this lonesome tour. I have not
received my orders for return to
the States, but expect them any day
now.
FAMILY IN MASSACHUSETTS
While I am over here, my family
is settled in our new home at 20
Puritan Rd., E. Weymouth, Mass.
For the first time in 14 years they
are living in a purely civilian com-
munity and they seem to be enjoy-
ing it although they tell me that
they also miss Army life. My old-
est boy, Ted is studying hard for
West Point and hopeful that he will
receive an appointment next year
after he graduates from high school.
I received notification a few
months ago that I had been selected
to remain on active duty until 1970,
my normal retirement date was Feb-
ruary, 1965.
MEETS FORMER 9m MEN
I still seem to meet former Ninth
men at each new assignment. When
I arrived at Ankara, Turkey, I met
Col. Otto R. Koch, former 60th Inf.
He is assigned as Deputy Chief,
Army Section, JUSMAT. I am as-
signed to Field Training Team, Kon-
ya, Turkey. Normally my duties are
to visit Turkish Army Units and ad-
vise and assist them in Ordnance
Supply and Maintenance. To me its
like visiting old friends, since they
have quite a few World War II
Jeeps and World War II GMC's.
These tireless old work horses are
still going strong and doing the job
they were designed for.
My regards to all, especially Ja-
cobs, O'Shea, and Wade. SEE YOU
IN NEW YORK IN '65.-ANDY.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W l-
LETTERS FROM RONAY
WILL BE WELCOMED
BY THE "OLD TIMERS"
The Octofoil is very appreciative
of a letter received from National
President Walter O'Keeffe under
date of Aug. 20, and prints parts of
the letter so the members who do
not know Walter can determine to
a large extent just what kind of un-
selfish individual the members have
picked for their 1964-65 prexy. The
letter in part:
Dear Paul: The first piece of mail
I received upon returning home was
your letter. It was indeed gratifying
to know that, while I enjoyed my-
self basking in the sun-gazing at the
bathing beauties, you and Dan were
making a strenuous effort to meet
The Octofoil's Aug. 20 deadline.
OCTOFOIL IS IMPORTANT
For some reason or other most
people who perform a vital func-
tion do not realize the value of the
service they render. So it is with
the publication of The Octofoil. The
paper you publish is of vital im-
portance to the Association. :It is the
only contact that many members
have with the organization. You
have probably noticed that each
year the Convention is usually at-
tended by the same group of peo-
ple with maybe a few new faces
here and there. Yet each year our
roster has grown, these new mem-
bers must have some reason for
joining the Association, and in most
cases it is the prospect of receiving
The Octofoil, that lures them into
the fold. To these members, who
cannot attend the Conventions and
who do not have a local chapter in
their vicinity, The Octofoil is the
Association. To them the paper is
actually a reflection of the Associ-
ation, if it is well written, gives a
good appearance and arrives with
regularity then the members feel
that the affairs of the organization
are also being conducted in an effi-
cient manner. So, you can see why I
feel that your efforts have done
much to contribute to the well be-
ing of the Ninth Division Associa-
tion. Keep up the good work, may-
be if we plug hard enough we can
push our membership to even new
heights. Best of luck.-Walter.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W 1-
Some bachelor apartments are hi-
fidelity in one corner and infidelity
in the other.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W l-
President O'Keeffe Has
Kind Word For Octofoil
NOVEMBER 14th WILL
BE "RED LETTER" DAY
FOR ILLINOIS MEMBERS
The illinois Chapter will hold a
dinner party November 14 at the
Lake' Club in Springfield. The party
will start at 6:30 P.M.
The Lake Club, in spite of its
name is not located on the lake. It
is one of the finest entertainment and
night spots in Springfield. All Chap-
ter members and also former Ninth
men from surrounding states are in-
vited to join in the fun.
The evening will start with a so-
cial hour and a dinner. Everyone
can order from the menu and thus
eat as cheaply or as expensively as
they desire. Following the dinner
there will be entertainment and
dancing.
The Lake Club is located at Stan-
ford Ave. and Fox Rd., across from
the Bunn Park Golf Course.
Members planning to stay over-
night should make reservations at
one of the hotels or motels.
Everyone planning to attend this
party should write to Ed Am, 3147
East Carpenter, Springfield, Ill., or
to John Clouser, 200 North Elm St.,
Mount Prospect, ill. So proper ar-
rangements can be made write to
Ed or John by or before Nov. 4.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W 1-
Holiday Greetings From Staff
Sergeant Victor Succimarri
The Octofoil's pen pal, Victor
Scuccimarri, is still a patient at the
VA Hospital, Montrose, N. Y. He is a
loyal, true blue Ninth Division man.
He sends a beautiful holiday card to
The Octofoil and says that's his way
of extending sincere greetings to all
former Ninth men wherever they
may be. Vic pas been a patient at
this hospital a long time-but still
lives in hope of getting back to work
someday. He's another former Ninth
man that a few letters seems to do
more good for him than anything the
pill pushers have come up with.
-PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W l-
Comedian Dave Astor is credited
with this observation: "Ever since
they put those Smokey the Bear ads
1\'. in the New York Subways, there
... ~:~'t been a single forest fire in
<I Manhattan."
--PAY 1-9-6-5 DUES N-O-W l-
